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Fourteen teachers from six West
Kentucky counties were on the Murray
State University campus last week to
participate in a two-day workshop
designed to help them in the teaching of
pre-school developmentally-delayed
children.
Sponsored by the Pennyroyal Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Center,
Hopkinsville, the teachers were in-
structed in the use of music and rhythm
in developing body movements in the
children.
Among the sessions leaders was Dr.
Jo Anne Tucker, a creative dance in-
the
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Hubbard Claims Political
Career Hurt By Registry
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, 1)-Ky., has filed a
lawsuit in U.S. District Court, saying
his political career has been damaged
by action of the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.
In the suit, filed Tuesday, Hubbard
said that the registry wrongfully
proceeded before the 1979 primary in
alleging that Hubbard campaign funds
had been handled illegally in Breathitt
County. Hubbard was an unsuccessful
Democratic gubernatorial candidate in
the primary.
He was joined in the suit by Tilden
Lanny Combs, Perry County com-
monwealth's attorney and Hubbard's
campaign treasurer.
Both claimed they have been
harassed and will continue to be, to the
detriment of their political futures,
unless the registry action is reversed.
They asked $1 in actual damages and
Unsanitary Conditions Cited
$10,000 in punitive damages from the
registry.
Shortly after the suiti was filed, U.S.
District Judge Edward Johnstone with-
drew from the hearing, in which
Hubbard is seeking to block possible
grand jury proceedings against himself
in connection with the primary.
Johnstone said Tuesday that he was
stepping aside because "of my close
acquaintance with some of the parties
over a period of many years."
The judge said that to insure im-
partiality, "we believe this case must
be heard by a judge with fewer con-
nections in the First District."
Johnstone referred the case to U.S.
District Judge. Thomas A. Ballantine
Jr. at Louisville. Hubbard's request for
a temporary injunction was to be heard
before Ballatine today.
Hubbard, who ran fourth in the
primary, has denied that he violated
Injunction Seeks To
Close Candy Company
A complaint has been filed in
Calloway County Circuit Court against
Kentucky Candy Company of Almo and
its president, Floyd Nixon, seeking to
close down the operation.
The complaint, which asks that the
. defendants be "temporarily and per-
manently restrained and enjoined from
producing, packing, or offering for sale
any item of food until such time that
they eliminate the conditions" which
prompted the cornlaint, was entered by
Marvin R. O'Koon, general counsel and
signed for him by Terry L Morrisnn,
attorney for the state Department for
Human Resources, Frankfort.
The complaint alleges that Kentucky
;Candy Ccenpany boa "consistently and
repeatedly conducted (its) business in a
manner which is in violation of the
Kentucky Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
and (has) on numerous occasions
produced, prepared, packed or held
food under unsanitary conditions,
whereby it may have become con-
taminated with filth, or wherby it may
have been rendered diseased, un-
wholesome or injurious to health."
"The said unsanitary conditions have
existed for a long period of time and
continue to exist, as shown by the at-
tached affidavit, . ." the complaint
adds.
"The operation, of the defendant's
business in such an unsafe an unhealth-
ful manner constitutes a serious and
imminent danger to the health of the
citizens and consumers of the Corn-
mowealth whose interest the plaintiff.
represents," the state agency's action
states.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today that Nixon and the
candy company have been fined on two
separate occasions for offenses such as
the ones described in the Department of
Human Resources complaint.
Parker said the first occurence was
about a year ago when he brought
action against the candy company. He
said the company was fined $50 on each
of ten coUnts and that a 30-day jail
sentence was suspended.
The second occasion, about six
months later, Parker said, arose out of
charges placed by a circuit court grand
jury. On that occasion, the county at-
torney said, the company was again
fined on each of seven counts, Nixon
was fined $50 on each of seven counts,
and a 30 jail sentence was suspended.
Both actions were in Calloway County
District Court, Parker added.
Attempts to reach Nixon for com-
ment on the complaint were un-
successful.
Complaints filed with the court only
give one side of an issue.
AT MURRAY STATE WORKSHOP: Dr. Jo Anne
group of West Kentucky teachers through an
developmentally-delayed children. The session
Murray State University.
state campaign finance laws, claiming
the allegations were politically
motivated.
His attorney, Fred Goldberg of
Louisville, filed a 26-page complaint
Tuesday asking, among other things,
that the state law on financial con-
tributions be declared unconstitutional.
Goldberg said the law is vague and
overly broad.
He also claimed that Hubbard had
been denied due process of law under
the 1st and 14th Amendments. His
motion also seeks to block any civil or
criminal proceedings against Combs.
The dispute began last spring when a
Breathitt County official told state
police there might be evidence that
Hubbard's campaign received cash
contributions in excess of the $100
permitted by law.
State police, after an investigation,
referred the case to the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance which,
after secret hearings, sent records to
two commonwealth's attorneys, in-
cluding L.M. Tipton Reed of Graves
County.
Reed said recently that the case
would be referred to the September
Graves County grand jury, but he
disqualified himself from handling the
case.
Artists, Craftsmen
To Take Part in
Kenlake Festival
Artists and craftsmen from as far
away as Alabama and Mississippi will
be taking part in the Kenlake Arts and
Crafts Festival held this weekend, Sept.
1 and 2.
The festival will be held from 10 a.m.
until 5 p.M. on both days and will be
located near the tennis complex at
Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora.
More than 100 exhibitors are ex-
pected to take part in the annual
festival, which will feature a wide
variety of handicrafts and folk skills.
Many of the artists and craftsmen will
be demonstrating their skills, and most
of their work is available for purchase.
Musical entertainment will take
place during the festival featuring Vic
Hillyard and the Bluegrass Boys and
The Country Trend. Refreshments will
also be available on the grounds of the
festival.
The festival is sponsored by Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland and the
Kentucky Department of Parks
Admission is free, and the public is
invited to attend.
•
Tucker, center, Tallahassee, Ha., creative dance instructor, leads a
exercise designed to help them in the teaching of pre-school
was part of a two-day mental health workshop held recently at
Teachers Attend MSU Workshop
workshop. Assisting her were: Dr.
Thomas A. Wood and Dr. John B.
Merbler, both assistant professors in
the Department of Special Education at
Murray State.
The partitipating teachers included
Susan Swath, Cliff Ann Lewis and
Susan Rochelle, Hopkinsville; Marilyn
Alvis, Marion; Elaine Miller, Elkton
Jean Sisk, Judy Bruce, Sue Osburn and
Martha Wayne, all of Madisonville.
• Also, Tammy Joins and Jimmie
Bowers, Greenville, and Bettye Boyd
and Laurel Mawyer, Princeton.
structor from Talahassee, Fla., and
who is widely known for' her innovative
techniques in the development of motor
skills among pre-school handicaps.
Other sessions included instruction in
how to deal with self-help skills such as
eating and dressing, social behavior in
classes, problem solving and in the
adaptation of motor skills to every day
situations.
Directing the workshop was Mrs.
Susan Edwards, Hopkinsville and co-
ordinator for the developmental
disability in the center's children's'
service and a participant in the
BOHEMIAN BALLET COMPANY — The Bohemian State Folk Ballet will perform in Murray at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov,
25, in lovett Auditorium. The Murray Civic Music Association will sponsor the event. The company, which will offer
performances of dance, song and instrumental music, is on its first tour of America.
•
Murray Civic Music Association
To Present Bohemian Folk Ballet
The Mw-ray Civic Music Association
has announced that the Bohemian State
Folk Ballet will perform in Murray at 3
p.m. Sunday, Nov. 25, in Lovett
Auditorium. -
The company, which is on its first
tour of America, will offer a per-
formance of dance, song and in-
strumental music. Coming direetly
from their home base in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, the company will offer
the kind of virtuosity in performance
that has established them in many
countries, where they have been
engaged and often re-engaged.
The ensemble's director for this first
American tow- is Vlastimil Cap, the
chief choreographer is Inks
Vostrezova, and the company
manager, Zdenek Berka — all three of
whom will be with the company.
The name Bohemian alone stirs
images of life and living that is a
departure from daily convention. The
Bohemian freedom of spirit is typical of
the fun-loying, free-spirited people this
r.•ompany of, artists represents, the
' people of Bohemia of which Prague is
the center.
The folk cultures which have inspired
the programs originated in the old and
historical developments not only of
Bohemia but also of Moravia and
Slovakia, the three principal areas of
today's Czechoslovakia. The com-
binations of influences afford
programming of great variety.
Virtuosic footwork at one moment
contrasts the next with exotic lyricism.
Breathtaking leaps by the men are
counterpoint to the legato whirls of the
women.
Between 100 and 300 numbers have
been a part of the repertory for some
years, according to the ensemble's
official company history. Many of the
titles are intriguing and some are
certainly notable such as "Na Vence,"
a wedding dance from Slovakia;
Carnival Buffons from Southern
Bohemia; a Harvest Dance of Southern
Moravia; a Rebels' Dance of 18th
Century highwaymen; "Rejdovak", a
dance of old people from Central
Bohemia; Dance of the Highlanders
from the frontier of the High Tatras,
Slovak-Polish.
There had never been a company of
folkloric nature to show the world the
performing arts treasury of
Czechoslovakia. Following the Second
World War, leading Czech citizens
proposed to the Ministry of Culture and
to several representative experts that a
national ensemble be organized.
In September 1948 the first 26 dancers
assembled to begin studies and
rehearsals in the Kvasice Castle near
Kromeriz. A national committee's
research made possible the necessary
adaptations for the stage. The situation
of the castle enabled centralized study
and contacts with the still-active and
available customs of Southern
Moravia, Wallachia, of Lassko and
Western Slovakia.
By the end of 1949 the ensemble
Plans Ready For 94E
Bridge Replacement
- The public will have an opportunity to
request a design public hearing on two
proposed projects involving the
building of seven bridges on Kentucky
94 according to an announcement from
the Kentucky Bureau of Highways.
One of the projects concerns the
replacement of four structures on
Kentucky 94, Murray-Eggner's Ferry
Road, from the northeast city limits of
Murray to 0.63 mile east of the nor-
Fisher-Price Plant
Featured In Magazine
The expansion at the Murray plant of
Fisher-Price Toys is featured in a
article in the July-August edition of the
Kentucky Development Digest, a
publication of the Kentucky
Development Cabinet.
The new facility will add 40,000
square feet to the local operation and
will create 150 new jobs. The city of
Murray has agreeed to assist in the
project's financing 12y,ifsuing industrial
revenue bonds which will be backed by
the Quaker Oats Co., Fisher-Price's
parent firm.
Paul F. Kiesow, plant manager, said
the net effect of the new molding
facility will be reduced cost and
stabilization of molding operations.
theast city limits. The other project will
replace three bridges from 11.6 miles
northeast of the northeast city limits to
12.2 miles northeast of the northeast
city limits.
Jim Cleavinger, district engineer in
charge of design with the Reidland
office of the Bureau of Highways, said
that these projects involve only seven of
the 11 bridges that are scheduled to be
replaced on Highway 94.
The proposed plans for the projects,
as well as 'the non-major action
determination and other relevant
project data, are available for public
inspection at the Bureau of Highways
district office in Reidland between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Bureau personnel are available at the
office to discuss the proposed project,
reply to questions and to provide in-
formation to anyone interested.
Non-major action determination,
according to Cleavinger, is the con-
currence of the Federal Highway
Administration with the Bureau that
these projects do not significantly af-
fect the environment or the property
owners in the area.
If the Bureau does not receive a
written request for a hearing by Sept.
20, none will be scheduled.
Jaycees Conduct Survey
On Local YMCA interest
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees are conducting a survey to
determine the community's interest in
starting a YMCA facility in Murray.
The survey is located on page 14A of
today's edition of The Murray Ledger &
Times. Completed surveys may be
dropped off at the downtown branches
of the Bank of Murray or the Peoples
Bank or may be mailed to the Murray
Jaycees, P.O. Box 41, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Activities which • could be in-
corporated into a YMCA and which are
listed on the survey are: father and son
group; mother and daughter group;
nursery-day care center; human
relations workshops; youth-adult
seminars; continuing education;
physical fitness group; family cam-
ping; interifersonal communications;
international travel and education;
family counseling; family life
education; and year-round swimming.
A Jaycee spokennan said that the
response from the survey will deter-
mine whether such a facility will be
located here.
moved to Prague and personnel ex-
panded to 35 dancers. The first
representative public performance
took place on June 2, 1950. Since then
the company has developed to include
singers and instrumentalists as well as
dancers, and the group to appear here
will include more than 40.
Eminent Czech citizens have been
involved with the company's celebrity.
The first artistic leader was Jozka
Sarseova. National artist Karel Plicka,
"-whose writing and photographs of his
land are famous, was named per-
manent advisor. -
Other artistic collaboratorXihose
names must be mentioned are artist of
merit Vaclav Trojan and Dr. Vratislav
Vycpalek. Outstanding sources of in-
spiration to these men and the en-
semble have been festivals of folkloric
art at Stranice and at Vychodna.
The deep scholarship and combined
efforts of distinguished Czech artists
have produced in the Bohemian Folk
Ballet of Prague a brilliant company of
uncommon talents which will be very
much in evidence when the ensemble
appears here during the 1979-80 season.
Lions Club Makes
Plans For Candy Day
Sale At Meeting
The Murray Lions Club made plans
for the Candy Day '79 Sale with
proceeds to go to the Sight Conservation
Project at the meeting held Tuesday
evening at the Holiday Inn.
Candy sales will be held Friday, Sept.
7, from 2 to 4 p.m and 4 to 6 p.m., and
on Saturday, Sept. 8, from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m., according to a spokesman for the
club.
Plans were also discussed for the 40th
Anniversary Charter Night Celebration
and Ladies Night on Tuesday, Sept. 11,
at the Calloway County High School
with Lions International Past President
• Finis Davis of Louisville as the featured
speaker.
Reservations for the dinner at $5 per
person should be made by Saturday,
Sept. 1, with Lion Joe Pat James.
The Tuesday evening program was a
sneak preview of the 1979 football
season given by the: coaches—Stan
Outland, Calloway County High; John
Hina, Murray High; and Mike Gott-
fried, Murray State University.
George Lilly, club president, in-
troduced two new club members, Tom
Kin0 and Robert Lowe. Also guests at
the meeting were David Keller and Bill
Pinkston, Jr.
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Partly cloudy and warm
tonight. Lows in the low 70s
Mostly sunny, hot and humid on
Thursday with highs in the low




outlook for Frid,. through
Sunday calls for very warm and
humid conditions through the
period with scattered afternoon
and evening thunderstorms each
day. Highs mostly in the 90s and
lows mostly in the 70s.






In a candlelight ceremony
on Friday, July 20 at 7:30 p.m.
at Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Miss
Cynthia Jolene McManus,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McManus became the
wife of Marty Lynn Stom, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stom.
The Rev. A. H. McLeod
performed the ceremony.
Miss Sherri Requarth was
the pianist for the wedding.
Music for the ceremony in-
cluded: "A Time for Us,"
Theme from "Love Story,"
-IL" -Turn Around." and
-We've Only Just Begun."
The traditional wedding
march was heard for the
entrance of the bride and her
father.
The altar was centered with
a brass arch candelabrum of
white candles entwined with
greenery. On each end of the
candelabrum were
arrangements Of white
gladioli with potted plants
flanking either side of the
flowers. White silk lilies of the
valley graced the railing of the
altar, and an arrangement of
magnolia leaves decorated the
top of the piano. The family
pews were marked with white
satin bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a gown of
white chiffon and silk venise
braid with an empire waistline
and long fitted sleeves. The
skirt and long chapel train
both were edged in the same
silk venise braid. The mat-
ching mantilla of silk illusion
and venise lace completed the
bridal attire. T4e bride's
bouquet was made of white
roses, blue daisies, and baby's
breath. ' •
Miss Mary Ann Jones of
Murray was the maid of
honl.. Miss Amanda Caird of
Lake Mary, Florida was the
bridesmaid. They each wore
identical gowns of viola with a
floral design on a blue
background. Each of the girls
carried a bouquet of blue
daisies and baby's breath.
Bestrrian for Mr. Stom was
Glen Redden with Mickey
Stom serving as groomsman.
Ushers for the ceremony were
11r. and Mrs. Marty Lynn Stom
Walter Robinson and Monty'
Stom. Lee McManus and
James T. Nance were in
charge of the aisle roller and
lighting the candles.
The groom was attired in a
solid white seritoga tuxedo
with tails and white bouton-
niere. All the male attendants
were wore blue windsor
tuxedoes and white bouton-
nieres.
Mrs. McManus, mother of
the bride, wore a floor length
gown of aqua qiana with
matching jacket. Mrs. Stom,
mother of the groom, wore a
floor length gown of blue qiana
with long fitted sleeves. Both
mothers wore white -cym-
bidum orchid corsages.
Mrs. Nancy Caird, aunt of
the bride, presided at the
guest register in the foyer of
the church.
Reception
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents were hosts for
the reception which was held
in the garden of their home.
The table was covered in a
white satin cloth trimmed
with lace. The centerpiece
was a floral arrangement of
spring flowers, greenery, and
baby's breath.




(lassos for 4- mil 5-year-.Ids
A program c' • ,:ruction and experiences in music with the purpose of
providing a musical environment, arid offering on opportunity for young
children to enioy making music.
Registration to be held at the studio, 413 N. 5th. on August 31, 9:30
to noon. and 2 to 4 p.m.; call 436-2625 for more information.
Classes begin September 10th. Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday
sessions ore available, each child to attend 2 one-and-a-holf-hour classes
each week.
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was in charge of catering the
reception.
The three tiered cake was
topped by a -cluster of candy
spring flowers. Punch was
served from a crystal bowl
along with the cake, finger
sandwiches, nuts, mints, and
fruit.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Helen Weaver, Mrs.
Georgie Yandell, and Mrs.
Donna Almand.
After the reception, the
couple left for their wedding to
Nashville, Tenn. The bride
chose as going away attire a
floral cream colored blouse
and matching slacks.
Mr. and Mrs. Stom are now
residing at Embassy Apar-
tments, Murray.
Out-of-town guests in-
cluded: Mrs. Nancy Caird,
Amanda, and Donnie, Lake
Mary, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Lois
McManus, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
McManus, Mr. and Mrs.
Victor McManus, Symsonia;
Mr. and-Mrs. Michael Brown,
Mayfield; Mrs. Catherine
Garland, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Farmer, Mrs. Georgie
Yandell and Betsy, Mrs.
Imogene Yandell, Mrs.
Marjorie White, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Smith and Jody,
Hickory.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stom
were hosts for a rehearsal
dinner held at their home on
July 19. The dining room was
the setting for the buffet
dinner. The centerpiece for
the table was a fruit
arrangement with greenery
entwined throughout it.
Covers were laid for 20
people. The Rev. A. H.




David R. Neace of Calloway
County received his Master of
Arts degree in the com-
mencement exercises held
Aug. 2 at the Eastern Ken-
tucky University, Richmond.
Neace was one of 720 per-
sons to receive degrees at the
72nd summer commencement
program, according to Dr. J.





nandez, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart of
Murray, received - her
Bachelor of Arts degree in




Mrs. Hernandez is a
graduate of Murray High
School. She was one of 227
seniors to receive degrees at
the Baptist university. —
Reunion Of Adams
• Family Is Sunday
At The Local Park
The annual reunion of the
family of the late Oscar and
Biddie Adams will be held
Sunday, Sept. 2, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park. •
All descendants and their





Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — When
we sat down to dinner List
night, my face was normal.
Within 10 minutes of starting
to eat, my face swelled up
from the area just in front .4
my ear down to about 2 inches
below the jawbone on my
neck.
This happened once before
and I went to the doctor about
it. He said not to worry about
it -- that I would return to.
normal soon.
I would like to know more
about this condition and if
anything can be done to pre-
vent its happening in the
future. I'm a 72-year-old man
and in good shape otherwise
DEAR READER — Your
description sounds like what
we call angioedema. It used to
be called angioneurotic ede-
ma but the changes in termi-
nology reflect the recognition
that it has nothing to do with
neurosis or being neurotic.
Quite the contrary, it's more
often associated with an aller-
gy •
You can think of it as a
localized giant hive. The
swelling is thought to be
caused by a histamine reac-
tion. The histamine reacts on
the small blood vessels, allow-
ing fluid to leak out of them
and cause swelling.,
It shouldn't bsurprising
that the medicines used to




Charlene B. Butwell of 1523
London Drive, Murray,
received her Master of Arts
degree in Liberal Arts and
English in recent com-
mencement exercises at
Fredonia State University
College, Fredonia, N. Y.
Fredonia State is the
westermost of 14 arts and
science colleges within tre
State University of the New
York system.
and corticosteroids, all of
which are used in allergic-
type medical problems.
You really should make an
additional effort to find out
what triggers these attacks.
You've only had two so far, so
that might be a bit difficult.
A common cause is a food
allergy and the best preven-
tive measure is to avoid expo-
sure to such allergens. If you
happen to learn that you're
allergic a certain type of
pickles, for example, you
obviously shouldn't eat them.
The allergic reaction may
be to a drug such as penicillin.
This sometimes gets tricky
because there may be traces
of penicillin in the milk that
someone is drinking.. I doubt
that this reaction has anything
to do with any medicines that
you are using regularly or you
would certainly have had
more than just two attacks.
Usually these attacks are
not dangerous, but there are
two possibly serious compli-
cations. The first is that the
swelling you noted in your
face maylso involve the
throat and cause edema of the
larynx. That, in turn. may
Group C Of Ladies
Tennis Plans Play
At Club Thursday
Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday,
Aug. 30, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
Pairings are as follows:
Court One—Sue McCoart,
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DEAR ABBY: Abtut Beverly, the beautiful. meticulously'
groomed wife who arises at 3:45 every morning, spends two
hours dressing and leaves at 6 a.m. for a 15-minute drive to
her job which begins at 8 a.m.
You seem to have overlooked a piece of key information.
Just where is Bever.y between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m.? Mhny of us
will not be able to sleep until we know. Also, what kind of
shape is she in when she arrives at her job'? Still sleek and
perfectly groomed? (Jr perhaps with a few spangles missing
here and there? Office clerks who start out for work two
hours early every day are usually a pretty shifty bunch!
If you would like to put a gumshoe on this lady, many of us
readers would be glad to chip in.
ARTHUR RYE. BLOOMINGTON, IND.
DEAR ARTHUR: Where Beverly goes for two hours
before work every morning is anybody's guess. She could be
doing anything from attending yoga class to meeting a lover
who works the night shift.
I wondered, too. But since her husband apparently isn't
curious, I say, "Never w ise up a chump.-
DEAR ABBY: I am in desperate need of your help. I am a
15-year old boy. clean-cut and religious, but I am a child
molester.
Every time I baby sit, or am alone with a child from a year
old to 8 years old. I just can't control myself.
I know I have a problem. Please tell me where I can go for
help before I do something really terrible. I am almost at
that point now.
I can't talk to my parents about this.
DESPERATE IN UTAH
DEAR,DESPERATE: You say you are religious. Could
you talk to your clergyman about this? If not, please call
your local mental health clinic and tell them you urgently
need an appointment — that Abby told you to call.
I commend you for intelligently recognizing the
seriousness of your problem, and courageously seeking help.
Please write again and let me know how you are. I care.
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago I was introduced to a man
whose first name is Bruce. It was easy for me to remember
because that's my first name, too.
Since meeting him I've run into him several times, and
each time he has forgotten my name. I find this a little
weird. If there is a hidden psychological explanation for his
not remembering my name, what is it'?
BRUCE
DEAR BRUCE: I suspect he doesn't want to be identified
with you.
CONFIDENTIAL TO INTERESTED PARTIES: The
.S. Postal authorities are sick of those cute little teensy-
weensy envelopes that jam up the mail processing
machinery, so, effective as of last July 15, mail less than 31/2
inches high, 5 inches long or .007 of an inch thick will be
returned to sender!
Also note: There will be an extra 7 cent charge added to
the normal 15 cents postage for first-class letters that are
more than 6-1/8 inches high, 111/4 inches long and 1/4 inch
thick.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions..." Send 81 and • long, 
0111stamped (28 cents), self-addressed velope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Rills, Calif. 90212.
cause difficulty in breathing
That's why anyone who devel-
ops such a condition should be
under medical observation
until it's absolutely certain
that the acute attack is
subsiding
The other possible compli-
cation, particularly if it is a
drug reaction, is that you
might have a more general-
ized allergic reaction (ana-
phylactoid reaction).hese
can be very. dangerous
Another common allergy is
hay fever. Readers who want
information on this problem
can send 75 cents in check or
coin with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
The Health Lter number 8-
4, Hay Fever (Allergic
Rhinitis). Send your request to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551. Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Membership Tea
Meet Is Sept. 11
At Gleason Hall
The Woman's Club of St.
Leo's . Catholic Church will
have the first meeting of the
club year on Tuesday, Sept.
11, at 1 p.m. in Gleason Hall.




following chairmen of stan-
ding committees: Billie Hall,






Hostesses for the Mem-
bership Tea which will
precede the business meeting
on Sept. 11 will be Marge
Garland, Helen Janusz, Billie
Hall, Claire Resig, and
Gertrude Perz.
Joyce Tidwell, treasurer,






Overbey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Donald Overbey
of Murray, and Patricia Carol
Whitlow, daughter of Dr.
Charles Whitlow of Mayfield
and Mrs. June Whitlow of
Murray, will enter Wellesley
College, Wellesley, Mass., in
September as members of the
freshman class.
Wellesley is a 2000-student
liberal arts college located on
a 500-acre campus 12 miles
west of Boston. The college,
which has been dedicated to
excellence in education for
women for more than 100
years, has a student body that
represents nearly every state
in this nation and more than 30





FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 30, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191gri---4
Creative energy is high, but
it may be difficult to con-
centrate on routine tasks.
Rapport with loved ones adds
to pleasure.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Capitalize on domestic
opportunity. A romantic in-
terest or child may be touchy
about a personal matter. Rise
above peevishness.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 201
n
You and a loved one could
reach a happy decision, but
don't be neglectful re
relatives' feelings. You're at
your best with words.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 221 (C)
You'll find ways to improve
income, but you may be
troubled about a work matter.
Nervous tension may 'com-
plicate job atmosphere.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) a
Feelings of well-being mark
your approach to life, but be
careful not to overdo. --with
spending, esp in connection
with leisure activity.
VIRGO
i Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 ffP
Keep your constructive
ideas about a home matter to
yourself, as some family
members may not be in the
mood to appreciate them.
LIBRA 
.11.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 ---
Gool luck in connection with
friends. However, you needn't
get snooty about it. Don't be
aloof when dealing with
others' feelings.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Career discussions will lead
to financial gain, but mean-
while avoid a hassle with a
friend about money or
possessions.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 to Dec. 21 
The Ideas of close ones
should be stimulating. Plans
made now for travel will work
out, but watch out for faux pas
in career dealings.
CAPRICORN t
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi Ii&st
Business negotiations go
smoothly, but inwardly you
may be upset about the mood
of someone at a distance. Go
about your business.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .."..- •',,ALA'e‘
Don't let happiness about
smooth progress in a close
relationship cause you to be
neglectful of your friends
Watch finances.
PISCES
-(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) .
Progress is made in con-
nection with a work project,
but you could run into
someone with touchy feelings
today. Close ones demand
attention.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile, but can scatter your
energies. Your gift for the
written and spoken word helps
you in both business and the
arts. More artistically in-
clined than many members of
your sign, you can succeed as
an actor, photographer,
painter, teacher, or writer.
You're also attracted to
science, medicine, and
research. Find out what truly.
inspires you — otherwise, you
may make needless changes
of career. Inclined to public
service, you'd make a good
-spokesman for a cause.
Murray Man
Gets Ph.D
Gary G. Schroeder of 1622
Miller Avenue, Murray,
received his PhD in




Schroeder was one of ap-
proximately 2,302 students to
receive degrees in the exer-
cises at the university.
Presenting The New took In
Senior Portraits
See Your Previews In Just 5 Working Days!
•Select from 15 to 20 traditional
and creative poses done in
both studio-and outdoors.
•Anipie unhurried sitting time




•Sitting fee only SS
•All in living color
We invite you to come in and








(It'll keep you comm' back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ve eaten all
you want and you're ready
to have a good day'
ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want
too We want you to c mon in,
start the day off right, and





BREAKFAST BUFFE T • OPEN 8-10 A M DAILY
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you comm' back.
Bel-Air Center























































First rehearsal of the season
for the Murray State
University Symphony
Orchestra will be held in
Room 216, Fine Arts Building,
MSU.
Murray State students will
be guests at the Fellowship
Supper at the First Baptist
Church at 5:45 p.m. Reser-
vations should be made by
Tuesday.
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Water
Basketball at hotel pool at 1:30
p.m.; Dick & Anne Albin's
Dulcimer Making Demon-
stration at hotel meetipg room
at 3 p.m.; Lollipop Liok-Off at
recreation room at 4:k p.m.;
Family Outing with cost of $6
per person at riding stables at
6 p.m.; Shuffleboard Tour-
nament at court by hotel pool
at 6:30 p.m.; Dick and Ann
Albin In Concert at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Schedules for the
sophomores, juniors, and
seniors at Calloway County
High School may be picked up
at the central office from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 30
Kenlake State Park events
will include Arts and Crafts at
recreation room at 10 a.m.;
New Games at campground
playground at 1 p.m.; The
Eating Contest at ice cream
parlor at 2 p.m.; Frisbie Golf
at hotel front lawn at 3:30
p.m.; "Living With The
River" at hotel meeting room
at 4:30 p.m.; Moonlight Trail
Ride at cost of $5 at riding
stables, and Scavenger Hunt
at campground playground,
both at 6:30 p.m.; A. D. 65
featuring English actor Paul
Meier at hotel meeting room
at 8 p.m.
Calloway County
j Homemaker Leader Training
on "Wood Burning Stoves"
will be at 10 a.m, at the County
Extension Office. Any in-
terested persons are also
Invited.
Today is the last day to
enroll in first half-semester
classes for credit at Murray
State University. Students
must attend classes on this
date.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will start at 10 a.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
Lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 73-0929.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Stream
Stroll at 2:30 p.m. at Center
Station.
Thursday, Aug. 36
Meeting to organize and help
launch a county wide voter
registration drive will be held •
at 7 p.m. at Headquarters at






Calloway County High School
will be at 7 p.m. Students in
this class may pick up their
schedules at this time.
Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors at Calloway County
High School may pick up their
schedules at the central office
at the school from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Friday, Aug. 31
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Pool Games
at hotel pool at 1:30 p.m.;
Critter Hunt at 2:30 p.m. and
Critter Race at 3 p.m. in circle
drive behind hotel;
Playground Party at cam-
pground playground at 4:30
p.m.; Volleyball at court
behind hotel at 6:30 p.m.;
Magical Mystery Show at
hotel meeting room at 8 p.m.
Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social will be
held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 a.m. with lunch to be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens is scheduled. For
morning shopping call by 9
a.m. and for afternoon
shopping by 11:30 a.m. to 753-
0929.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include
Architectural Investigation at
The Homeplace-1850 from 2 to
4 p.m. and Night Visual at
Center Station at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 1
A coffee for newcomers of
women faculty, faculty wives,
and staff members at Murray
State University will be held
by MSU Women's Society
Membership Committee at
Oakhurst from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
For information call 753-7745
or 753-6625,--
Seventh Annual Super Horse
Show will start at 4 p.m. at the
New Providence Riding Club.
Concession stand will be open.
Arts and Crafts Exhibit by
Elizabeth Slaughter and
Vickie Jackson will be shown
at the Lakeland Parish
Center, Highway 68 and Big
Bear Road, Beaton, from 9
am. to 6 p.m.
Homecoming Scheduled Sunday At
Walter Bilbrev Place In LBL
The annual homecoming of
Land Between The Lakes will
be held at the Walter Bilbrey
Place (across from the Buf-








2, the day before Labor Day.
This includes everyone from
the Land Between the takes
Community—Model, Blue
Springs, Nevils Creek,
Tharpe, Crockett's Creek, and
Bethlehem. Any others who
desire to come are welcome,
according to the committee
composed of Herman and
Cozy Futrell, Grady and
Nancy Watson, and Vernon
and Elaine Bailey.
A basket dinner will be
served at approximately 1:30
p.m. as this will people time to
attend church and get to the
picnic area in time to eat with
the group. Each person should
bring a chair.
The Salem Baptist Church, of Lynn Grove,
will begin their summer revival services on
Sunday night, August 26, and continue
through Friday night, August 31, at 7:30
nightly. The evangelist will be the Rev. Ar-
chie Brock pastor of the Donaldson Creek
Baptist Church of Cadiz, Ky.
The pastor, Rev. Mike Littrell, and the
members of the Salem church extend a
. cordial invitation to all to come.
 •MIWIL
Saturday, Sept. 1
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
Methodist Men of Calloway
County will meet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 7 pot. with Larry Vick of
Camden, Tenn., as speaker.
Oaks Country Club Couples
Bridge is scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. with Max and Hazel
Beale, phone 753-2510, in
charge.
Annual Arts and Crafts
Festival will be held near the
tennis center at Kenlake State
Park. Live entertainment,
refreshments, and a large
variety of crafts for sale will
be featured. This is co-
sponsored by Western
Waterlands.
Events at Kenlake State
Park will also include Longest
Drive Contest on No. 2
Fairway of golf course from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Top•O' The
Tower Hike to start at front of.
hotel at 10 a.m.; Playground
Obstacle Course at cam-
pground playground at 1 p.m.;
Ice Cream Eating Contest at
ice cream parlor at 2 p.m.;
Ping Pong Tournament at
game room at 3 p.m.; Kool-
Aid Kill at 4:30 p.m. and
Ultimate Frisbie at 6:30 p.m.,
both at hotel front lawn; Disco
with lessons to be taught at
hotel meeting room at 8 p.m.
Square and Round Dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — Serving as members of the Calloway CountyHigh School Junior Varsity Cheerleaders are, left to right, front row, Lisa Blackford,Debbie Farris, Jill Darnell, Jennifer Waldrup, back row, Dannetta Morris, Lisa Dick, KimBaker, captain, and Debbie Ferguson. The JV cheerleaders attended cheerleadingcamp at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, where they received all ex-cellent and superior ribbons during the week. They also brought home a 'Spirit Stick.'





(Sharon), Rt. 7 Bx. 671,
Murray, Blankenship,' Baby
Boy Nedra,( Rt. 1 Bx. ps,
Puryear, Tenn., Tripp, Baby
Girl (Shirley), Lynn Grove,
Rushing, Baby Girl ( Linda),
422 Birch Cove, Apt. 2,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Karon A. Alexander
and Baby Girl„ Bx. 2227
Cherry St., Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Carol S. Ordiway and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3 Bx. 1072,
Murray, Mrs. Janice F. Cox,
Rt. 2 Bx. 22 Springville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Linda Singleton, Rt. 5
Bx. 278, Paris, Tenn., Charles
B. Cook, Rt. 1, Hazel, Shaun
W. Gordon, 2109 Brookhaven,
Murray, Jay P. Herndon, Rt.
2, Hazel, Robert Escobedo,
2012 N. 8th, Murray, Mrs.
Sara M. Waldrop, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Roxanne M.
Tab, 823 N. 13th, Mayfield,
James W. Nix, Rt. 7 Bx. 818,
Murray, Haron B. West, 1301
Olive Blvd, Murray, Mrs.
Alma L. Hafer, Lot 6,
Lakeside Estates, New Rich-
mond, Ohio, Mrs. Ruby E.
Lampkins, Rt. 2, Murray,
Galen C. Fain, 1210 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray.
SPECIAL RECITAL — Students of Linda Wright presented a musical program, 'People
to People,' with each student dressed in a costume from a world country and each
playing or singing a selection from that country. Costume awards were presented to
Darla Youngblood, India; Tammy Holland, Scotland: Rick Henninger, Mexico; Lori
Schanbacher, Holland and Elizabeth Marquardt, China. Each student who had been in
the previous recital received a certificate. Outstanding performance trophies were
presented, left to right, Randy Roberts and Teresa Cunningham, second and first place
vocal, Lori Schanbacher and Rick Henninger, first and second place piano. Cherub
Choir students participating were Randy Poe, Chip Adams, Vickie Woods, Keith Clark,
Lisa Rexroat, Beth Henninger, Traci Walker, John Whittaker, and Allyson Routt Other
private students participating included Ann Harcourt. Robert Marquardt, Julie Baker,
Cindy Bazzell, Benjamin Wright, Stacey Willett, Stephanie Hays, Kriesta Gaines, and
Jennifer Wright. Also assisting were Cynthia Crouch, Rick Cherry, Sue Darnell, and Judy
Henninger. Guitar, drums, and autoharp were also used dufitsg the program.
Chicago Symphony Plans Concert For
Pope John Paul II On Visit Here
CHICAGO ( AP) — The
Chicago Symphony will
foresake its usual home at
Orchestra Hall to play a
special concert at the 2,000-
seat Holy Name Cathedral for
Pope John Paul II during his
October visit, a symphony
spokesman says.
According to plans an-
nounced Monday, the pope
will attend the concert the
evening of Oct. 5, after ad-
dressing a closed meeting of
Roman Catholic bishops and
saying an outdoor Mass in
Grant Park on the city's
lakefront earlier in the day.
Although the pope'S
itinerary' has not been an-
nounced officially, he is ex-
pected to arrive Oct. 1 in
Boston after a flight from
Ireland. He is to address the
United Nations General
Assembly on Oct. 2 in New
York, visit Philadelphia on
Oct. 3 and make a brief stop in




Felecia A. Dixon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chilton Mali iGrant of Louisville and granddaughter of Mr. and MrBuford Perry of Alm°, has been selected as the winner ofUpward Bound's "Outstanding Youth Award."
She was selected from 10 finalists by a panel of judgesrepresenting the University of Louisville, the Jefferson
County Board of Education, and previous Upward Boundstudents. The award was designed to recognize youth in tilt ,area for outstanding achievement academics, conununW
involvement, the arts, and other areas.
The honored girl, an 18 year old graAdtdte of Louisville's
Iroquois High School, received the proct's first award to an
outstanding student in the area at a recent banquet. She
plans to attend Murray' State University this fall and stub
music and communications.
In high school she was a member of the band, track team,student council, and cheerleading squad. She was named tothe National Honor Society, Society of Distinguished High
school Students, id Who's Who in American High Schools.
Miss Lawson
Gets Degree
Connie F. Lawson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lawson of
1002 Glendale Road, Murray,
received her Bachelor of




Miss Lawson is a graduate
of Murray High School. She
was one of 1,012 persons to
receive degrees at the sum-
mer commencement.
Robert Curley Now
Out Of The Soup
As Ducks Removed
MIDLOTHIAN, Ill. (AP) —
Robert Curley is out of the
soup. He has removed his 34
ducks from a pond at his
wife's suburban home, as
ordered by a Circuit Court
judge.
Dorothea Curley, 36, who is
suing her husband for a
divorce, told Judge Robert C.
Buckley on Monday that all
the ducks were gone. The
judge had warned Curley last
week that he would go to jail if
the ducks weren't removed by
Monday.
Since May, when Buckley
ordered Curley to get the
ducks out of the pond, Mrs.
Curley has been trying to get
the order enforced. She has
contended the ducks led to
difficulties in the couple's 18-
year marriage.
The Curleys, who have three
children, have been separated
since April. Curley, a former
Chicago policeman and now a
construction worker, has said
he would remove the ducks if
doing so would save his
marriage.
MANY HOURS
The Office of Management
says Americans spend
784,862,000 hours each year
filling out federal forms.
1147-8'64a144.
FLOOD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Flood
of Paris, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Nicholas
Ryan, weighing five pounds
two ounces, born on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 22, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Patricia McDaniel. Grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
McDaniel and Mr. and Mrs.
Garvin Flood, all of Paris,
Tenn
(MXR)ProfessionalProducts Group






LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER





—Since 1926, Music Headquarters for Northwest Ten
nesse@ and Southern Kentucky"
Leach's Musk Co.
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The sweetest sound I know
of, is that of a lawn mower,
espcially when it is being
pushed by some one else The
grass grows so high, so quick.
and looks as if no one lived
here Then what a
transformation. Neatly clip-
ped lawn. Shrubs standing by
themselves rather than being
half hidden behind a ruff of
tall bermuda, crab grass or
whatnot. It is a persistent bat-
tle but it really pays off.
When a job is finished in the
yard we can all be so proud of
it
There are times when we
all get tired of constantly
fighting insects, plant
disease, grass and weeds. But
just let a new plant come into
bloom, or an old shrub sud-
denly take on new life and we
are all excited and ready to
go again.
I know that anything worth
having is worth working for.
And there are so many
discoveries that are
delightful. 1 stuck a sprig of
the Purple Flowering Cane in
a box a week or so ago and
this morning I found it not on-
ly thriving, but full of tiny
white flowers and a cluster of
purple buds ready to pop
open. It is a simple little
plant, but for some reason it
gave men thrill.
These pleasant days are
1A1.11_,
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fair-
child of Omaha, Neb., recently
visited their son, Mark, who is
a student at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. They
also visited their son, Matt,
who is an umpire with the
Southern Baseball
Association, Nashville, Tenn.,
and while there toured
Opryland. Enroute to their
home in Omaha they spent two
days with Mr. Fairchild's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man Klapp, Canterbury
Drive, Murray, who ac-
companied them home for a
Week's visit. While in Omaha,
Neb., the Fairchilds and the
Klapps toured "Father
Flannagan's Boys Town" and
other places of interest.






days ago 1 discovered my
Blue Spruce had quite a
sprinkling of them, so I must
keep a close watch on it. I
pulled those that 1 could find
and put them in the garbage
can. This morning I found
they had not only moved but
had attached themselves to
the side of the can. So it
doesn't do much good to
merely pull them off unless
you destroy them We have to
be as persistent as they are,
or a little more so.
You can begin to leave off
feeding plants in the yard
from now on. They will soon
be getting ready for the dor-
mant season. All they need
now is sufficient moisture. I
hope the Azaleas will do bet-
ter next spring. The recent
rains have put them through
the hottest part of the sum-
mer and they are more ready
to withstand the bitter cold of
January, than they were last
fall. They are hardy and with
half a chance they will do well
in this climate.
Now it is time to think
about bulbs, Narcissus, and
tulips and don't forget the
smaller bulbs, crocus, lxias,
Chiondoxas and a myriad of
other beauties .
Exhibit Planned
By Two Persons At
Lakeland Center
An exhibit of arts and crafts
by Elizabeth Slaughter and
Vickie Jackson will be shown
at the Lakeland Parish
Center, Highway 68 and Big
Bear 'toad, Benton, on
Saturday , Sept. 1.
The hours of the show will be
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
exhibit will feature their
ceramic work, according to
Doris Slaughter who invites














The perfect Color Portrait
Package for the entire family
or a super K mon price. ond
in a variety of poses ond
backgrounds. No additional
charge for groups. Poses our
selection. Satisfaction always






Fri., Aug. 31 &
Sat., Sept. 1
Daily 10 a.m-8 p.m
700 U.S. Highway
641 N., Murray
Sony, packages cannot be
mixed at this special discount
price.
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FROZEN
FOODS
Frosty Acres Spears 8 Oz.
















Regular Size Round Top


















































Large 21/2 Size Can 59c











































Lb. $ 1 29
Saco Cultured
Powdered Buftermilk






































































"If You Motc I ur eUO, y...
Prices geed Thurs., Aug. CO Horn Wed., Sept. 5








Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Set.





The seemingly endless series
of cancer warnings emanating
from Washington these days
has given a lot of sensible
people we know a severe case
of fatalistic unconcern.
"Everything causes cancer" is
the frequently heard refrain as
each new warning reaches a
benumbed populace.
A public bombarded with
these warnings in recent years
has come to suspect the
relevance of testing procedures
used to determine the car-
cinogenic potential of sub-
stances from saccharin to Scot-
ch. Need we really be con-
cerned if rats injected with the
daily saccharin equivalent of
400 12-ounce cans of soft drink
tend to develop bladder can-
cers?
Those whose doubts have
been aroused now have a
suitably impressive ally. Dr.
William R. Barclay, editor of
the Journal of the American
Medical Association, had this to
say in an editorial published in
the Journal's current edition:
"Tests that form the basis of
these reports are often con-
ducted with dosages that ex-
ceed any to which man could be
exposed, are given by inap-
propriate routes, and are
finally evaluated by persons of
Business Mirror
questionable expertise in the
field of tumor histology,"
Dr. Barclay hardly needed to
add that, "Although ignorance
of the existence of a hazard can
be dangerous, false in-
formation can be even more
dangerous." Not the least of
these dangers is that posed by
the credibility of a government
perceived to be repeatedly
crying wolf.
Dr. Barclay recommends
that editors of medical journals
carefully review government
test procedures and resulting
data used to justify a cancer
warning and then publish their
own assessments. A skeptical
public would presumably
welcome and benefit from such
second opinions.
Better yet, the Food and
Drug Administration and the
federally funded National Can-
cer Institute should reconsider
their standards for determining
whether a substance is likely to
cause cancer in humans. Until
the federal government can
convince people like Dr. Bar-
clay, many of its cancer war-
nings aren't likely to produce
more than a yawn from
millions of Americans whose









NEW YORK ( AP) — In the past few
years dozens of American companies
have begun offering to sell shares of
their stock at a discount. But to date
they have had few takers.
The discount is a further refinement
of a type of program that has gained
wide popularity in recent years — the
dividend reinvestment plan.
Under these voluntary plans, which
are now offered by more than 1,000
companies, stockholders can elect to
have their dividends automatically
invested in additional shares rather
than receiving them in cash.
According to the Wall Street firm of
Salomon Brothers, 132 of these com-
panies issue new stock to provide these
shares, rather than having a broker or
other agent buy them in the open
market.
And of those 132, no less than 77 offer
the new shares at a discount —
typically 5 percent — from current
market value.
Some make similar offers on their
preferred stock or bonds, and a few
even allow the discount on additional
cash purchases of shares, up to limits
generally ranging from $3,000 to $5,000
per month.
Salomon Brothers' Robert S.
Salomon Jr. estimates that companies
will raise $2 billion worth of capital
through such plans this year, ac-
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected.
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or epresentative
inay be reached through the
i.ongressional swit('hboard, 202-224-
:1121.
Here are the !nailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddieston
.1327 Dirksen Building Washington,
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State .Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601., Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Sklayfield, Ky. 42066 
•
counting for about 25 percent of the
total raised during the year through
sales of new stock.
"Nevertheless," Salomon said in a
recent report on the subject,
"shareholder participation in these
plans is still modest, which is sur-
prising since these highly specialized
plans are offering stock at a discount.
"Currently, about 85 percent of all
eligible shareholders do not participate
in those plans where discounts are
provided."
These shareholders, Salomon noted,
are not responding despite the fact that
they are being offered "something for
nothing" — an increased return on their
money, with little or no apparent in-
crease in the risk they are taking.
Why the relative lack of interest?
Some investors may feel they simply do
not want to increase their holdings of a
given stock, and others apparently
prefer or need to get the dividends in
cash.
But neither of those reasons stands up
to logic. A stockholder who does not
want to keep the additional stock can
buy it at a discount and "turn it over"
immediately by simply selling it
through a broker.
Even with the broker's commission
on the sale, in most cases the investor
should come out ahead — with more
income than he or she would have had
by taking the dividend in cash.
John Cunnilf is on vacation.
Bible Thought
(God) Will render to every man
according to his deeds. Romans 2:6
Without the act of taking Christ as
Saviour all other deeds are valu
eless
in the eyes of God
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartitne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am currently
drawing railroad unemployment
benefits. Are these benefits taxable? —
H. F.
Because of a recent change in federal
tax laws, railroad unemployment or
sickness benefits received in 1979 and
later years may be subject to federal,
but not state, income taxes. Whether
unemployment or sickness benefits are
taxable depends on the total income of
the beneficiary.
In general terms, all or a portion of
unemployment or sickness benefits will
be taxable if the total amount of ad-g
justed gross income plus unem-
ployment or sickness benefits plus
certain other income exceeds 145,000
for married couples filing joint returns
or $20,000 for most other individuals
For some married individuals filing
separate returns, the full amount of
unemployment or sickness benefits wili
.Funn
Funny orld
The "Tutankharnun" story has made
everybody art conscious. Even
Mohammed Ali is a painter — or he
says he is. "Who told him he could
paint?" I asked his manager. "Who's
going to tell him he can't?" was the
answer. (Joey Adams
A visitor in San Francisco stopped to
admire the work of a sidewalk artist.
"What a glorious scene," she said. "I so
wish I could take those beautiful colors
home With me." "You will," said the
artist, "you're sitting on my paint box"
Showing his daughter's painting to an
obviously confused friend, the proud
father announced, "She's studied
abroad, you know."
"Ah, that explains it," cried the
friend. "I've never seen a sunset like
that in this country."
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter arid
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
be taxable, regardless of total income.
For more information, obtain a copy
of Internal Revenue publication no. 905,
"Income Tax Information or Unem-
ployment Compensation," from the
Internal Revenue Service or any
Railroad Retirement Board district
office.
HEARTLINE: I am on Social
Security and worked part-time for
three years and paid in approximately
$500 to $600. My employer paid in a
similar amount. Social Security said it
was not enough accumulation. What
happens to the nearly $1,000 paid into
it? — E. W.
When contributions are paid into
Social Security under a certain Social
Security number and not enough is paid
in to allow benefits to be paid from that
account, then the money remains in the
general fund.
HEARTLINE: I was a working wife
and now draw Social Security benefits
from my own work record. As I un-
derstand it, a wife who never worked
also gets benefits — from her husband's
work record. My question is — is her
percentage in addition to her husband's
own Social Security benefit, or is her
percentage deducted from her
husband's benefit and put in her name?
In other words, how are Social Security
benefits for a nonworking wife com-
puted? — Mrs. E.R.
The percentage of a husband's
benefit to which a nonworking wife is
eligible, is paid in addition to her
husband's benefit. It is not an amount
which is deducted from his benefit and
then paid to her. The fact that a non-
working wife is drawing benefits from
her husband's account does not affect
his benefit at all.
HEARTLINE: I am now 56 and I've
been working for the same company for
36 years. I want to retire at the age of 58
and work at another job two days a
week only. How would this affect my
Social Security at the age of 62? I have
paid the maximum. Would this lower
my Social Security at age 62 and what
other problems would I have? — E. L.
W.
This could affect the amount of your
benefits at age 62, however, the effect
would not be very great. We suggest
that you contact your local Social
Security office and ask for an estimate
of your age 62 benefits figured both
ways. That's the only way you're going
to get a really clear picture of the ad-
vantage or disadvantage of what you
propose.
HEARTLINE: Three years ago, I
had cataract surgery. I had glasses
made at that time and Medicare did
pay 80 percent of the reasonable
charges for the glasses. Now, the
prescription for the lenses has changed
and I must have another pair of glasses
made. Will Medicare pay again? — K.
W.
Yes, Medicare will pay for the
replacement of lenses needed after
cataract surgery due to a change in
prescription. However, they will not
pay for new frames, only the lenses
themselves.
For answers to this and many other
questions, Heartline has available the
recently revised 1979 edition of Hear-
tline's guide to Medicare. To order,
send $1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114
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The proposed interurban electric train system was undergoing
financial and organizational problems despite the flowing assurances
it "would be constructed in the near future." The emphasis on selling
stock in the company the first of. the year began to sag in August
despite the promise "street cars would operate in Murray with a
5 cent fare." The proposed route in the city of Murray included
Flora Avenue, Cook Street, Elkins Street, Clayton Street, Water
Street, Main Street and Moore Street. (How many do you know
by these names?) The city ordained the proposed electric line
would be exempt from taxation for five years as an inducement for
construction. W. C. Whitnell and Dr. C. N. Crawford were elected
to the board of directors representing Calloway County.
Problems confronted in the financing of the electric system
did not affect the construction of the water works system during the
1913 year at a cost of $24,289.11, .the most worthy accomplishment
thus far effected.in the town. It served the main streets, water f
ire
hydrants, huge tank, also a spare extra deep well built on a spur
line of the railroad tracks, thus eliminating the hauling of coal f
or
the steam boiler. The water system was on line bright and ear
ly
in the fall and well paid off its first property saving dividend in
the McDaniel Boarding house fire. Incidentally, the New 
McDaniel
House was under construction at the old site and got under op
era-
tion by the end of the year by that sweet old blind lady, Mrs. 
"Mac."
Heavy rains near the end of the year played havoc with 
George
Slaughter's brick kiln just east of the City Cemetery when the 
deluge
melted down the burnirig ovens, destroying over half of 
the 60,000
bricks being cured. (The kiln was located on the site of the 
east
wing of the present cemetery.)
Terms of county schools were extended to seven months
 a year
from the former six month session, the first time rural 
school terms
had been extended since State Supt. H. V. M
cChesney extended
them from five to six months. So was the U. D. C.'s 
reir irkable
progress in the erection of a Confederate Memorial 
on court square
with the final decision that it would be a likeness of 
Gen. Robert E.
Lee, costing $2,256, and to be carved by an 
Italian sculptor. A
distinguished Confederate veteran, Esquire Robertson, 
,died June 17,
1913, at his home on Institute Street. Ile was the 
father of four






10 I ears Ago
A. B. Crass who was named by voters
as a city councilman in the May
primary, was elected by the Murray
City Council last night to fill the
unexpired term of Preston W. Ordway
who died Aug. 23.
Roger Key Fain, son of Mr. and Mrs
Dan Fain, has completed basic training
at Parris Island, S.C., and will now be
at Camp Lejeune, N. C., for advanced
training.
Deaths reported include Marvin
Hale, 64.
The Murray Kiwanis Club presented
checks to Murray High School Prin-
cipal Eli Alexander and Calloway
County High School Principal Howard
Crittenden to be used to furnish books
and supplies to the less fortunate
students in the schools. Making the
presentations for the club were Arlie
Scott, Harold Eversrneyer, William
Boyd, and John Mikulcik.
"Mrs. Lola Carraway is 89 years old
and the Murray Ledger has been in her
home for most of these years, she said.
Says she has kept house for 67 years,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
2() Years Ago)
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
notified the Murray Chamber of
Commerce and L. D. Miller who is
chairman of the East Fork Clarks
River Watershed Conservancy District
that the work plan or the watershed was
approved by the House Agricultural
Committee today despite the .Bureau of
the Budget insisting that the final
decision be withheld pending some
additional action on the matter.
Calloway County Farmers who now
do not have any large grain storage
facilities stand to gain several thousand
dollars annually on completion of
Farmers' Grain and Storage Company,
Inc., now being built just east of the N.
C. & St. L. Railroad.
Waylon Rayburn, Calloway County
Judge, was presented the Mr. Wood-
man Award at the family night held by
Murray Woodmen of the World Camp
592 at the Murray City Park.
The Kentucky All-Industry Insurance
School will be held from Sept. 14 to 18 at
Murray State College.
Miss Carolyn Wallis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gingles Wallis, was married
to Carl Morris Stout, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Stout, Sr., on Aug. 26 at the
First Methodist Church:
3() Years Ago
PFC Hugh T. Wilkerson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson of Murray
Route 4, is now serving with the 29th Air
Police Sqdn. at Kelly Air Force Base,
Texas.
011ie Brown will observe the 25th
anniversary of his telephone career on
Sept. 1. He began work for the
telephone organization on Sept. 1, 1924
as a lineman in Paducah. He came to
Murray in 1925.
Births reported include a boy, Jimmy
David, to Mr. and Mrs. Newell Hopkins
on Aug. 14.
Teachers at the Alep High School are
William B. Miller, principal, Milton
Walston, D. J. Miller, Trucille Kemp,
Marion Richardson, Estelle Outland,
Cleo Redden, Cordelle Waldrop, Estelle
McDougal, and Beurdean Wrather.
Serving as teachers at Kirksey High
School are M. B. Rogers, principal,
Raymond Story, Ruby C. Miller,
Catherine Stroube, Anna Mildred
Lassiter, Duma Rogers, Ann Wood,
Johnnie McCallon, Halene Smith,
Mabel C. Redden, and Lillie Farris.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, 'Aug. 29, the
241st day of 1979. There are 124 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1664, the British an-
nexed the New Netherlands colonies —
from Connecticut to Delaware — and
renamed New Amsterdam "New
York."
On this date:
In 1782, nearly 1,100 people drowned
when an English man-of-war sank in
the harbor of Portsmouth.
In 1943, Danigh warships were
scuttled in Copenhagen in an uprising
against the Nazis.
In 1945, Gen. Douglas MacArthur left
Manila for Japan to accept the
Japanese surrender and end World War
In 1972, President Richard Nixon
announced a 12,000-man cut in
American forces in Vietnam.
In 1973, the White House announced
that President Nixon would not comply
with Judge John Sirica's order to hand
over the White House tapes.
Ten years ago: A TWA jet carrying
113 people from Rome to Tel Aviv was
hijacked by Arab guerrillas and forced
to land in Damascus.
Five years ago: The United States
and East Germany announced their
intention to establish formal diplomatic
relations. a
One year ago: White House inflation
fighter Robert Strauss said inflation
had peaked as the Commerce Depart-
ment reported the first decline in food
prices in a-year.
Today's birthdays: Gen. Lyman
Lemnitzer is 80 years old. Actor Barry
Sullivan is 67:
Thought for today: The responsibility
of the great states is to serve, and not to
dominate, the world. — President
Harry S. Truman (1884-19f
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Mrs. Thatcher Makes Surprise
Visit To Ireland About Attacks
',-rthern
Ireland I AP) Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
made a surprise trip to
Northern Ireland toda to talk
with securit) chiefs and about
the Irish Republican Arm) 's
new bombing campaign and
the threat of a Protestant
backlash.
Mrs. Thatcher made her
first visit to the embattled
province as prime minister as
both her cabinet and that of
the Irish Republic met to
tighten security in the wake of
the IRA slaying Monday of
Lord Mountbatten, three
companions on a boating trip
and 18 British soldiers.
Meanwhile, a Protestant
guerrilla organization pledged
revenge on the IRA, and a few
hours later a Roman Catholic
was killed on his Belfast
doorstep.
As forces of the Irish
Republic and Britain hunted
for the IRA bombers who blew
up Britain's famed soldier-
statesman and two truckloads
of troops two days ago, the
outlawed Ulster Freedom
Fighters declared in a
statement delivered to local
newspapers: "In view of the
latest wave of Irish
Republican Army attacks, we
will resume hostilities against
known IRA men."
1 uesuo evening Perick
John Hardy, whose brother
was killed during riots in
Belfast four years ago, was
shot and killed by two men
who escaped on a motorcycle.
Six of the man's 10 children
were inside the house.
Har0 was the 24th person
killed in Ireland this week as a





to take up arms. The Ulster
Defense Association, said it
would be "compelled to take
the law into its own hands"
unless British forces rounded
up more IRA men.
The UDA -i-demanded the
dismissal of Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's cabinet
minister for the province,
Humphrey Atkins, because he
has been on a vacation in
Tunisia this month, the
traditional time for sectarian
rallies and militant speeches
in Northern Ireland.
Militant Protestants have
long complained that the
British government is "soft"
on the IRA to get Catholic
support for a power-sharing
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reported to Mrs. Thatcher and
other key members of her
Cabinet in London. Official
sources said army and police
commanders in. Northern
Ireland were instructed to
seek ways of tightening
security, but there were no
plans to increase the 13,500
British troops stationed in the
province.
In Britain, Scotland Yard
chiefs also were trying to
persuade government leaders
and other likely targets for the
IRA to accept bodyguards.
The Irish Cabinet was to
meet in special session today
to discuss the situation. But
Irish Prime Minister Jack
Lynch did not advance his
scheduled return Thursday
from a vacation in Portugal.
The IRA, fighting to drive
the British from Protestant-
dominated Northern Ireland
and unite it with the Catholic
Republic, made a new attack
Tuesday in Brussels, Belgium.
It bombed a stage where a
British army band was about
to perform, injuring 11
spectators and four band-
smen.
Police in Sligo, Ireland, said
they were optimistic about the
search for the terrorists who
blew up Earl Mountbatten's
fishing boat on Monday as he
set out from his summer home
in northwest Ireland with five
members of his family and a
local teen-ager. Three of the
party were killed in the ex-
plosiion, another died on
Tuesday, but the other three
were . reported recovering
today from their injuries.
Two Michigan Men With
Half Million In Trunk
Are Lodged In Jail
By ROBERT B. THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
ROCKA WAY TOWNSHIP,
N.J. 1A13) — Two Michigan
men who were carrying a half
million dollars in the trunk of
Employees Of
Union Carbide OK
Pact; Return To Work
PADUCAH, Ky. r AP) —
Striking employees of the
Paducah Atomic Plant have
approved a new two-year
contract, ending a walkout
that began when the old pact
with Union Carbide Corp.
expired Aug. 1.
Approximately 62 percent of
the 1,000 union members
.voting Tuesday fayored the
contract, according to Jim
Chestnut, president of Local
3550 of the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers union. The
local represents about 1,400 of
the 2,400 persons employed at
Carbide's ,nuclear division
plant.
The billion dollar facility,
one of three in the nation,
enriches uranium for the
federal government. The
Paducah plant's product is
sent to facilities at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., and Portsmouth, Ohio,
for completion of the enrich-
ment process.
The contract calls for an 8
percent pay increase the first
year and 6 percent the second
year. In addition, the hourly
pay rate was increased by 2
cents. Chestnut said the 2
cents could have been spent on
fringe benefits but union
members decided to take it in
salary instead.
The contract, tentatively
agreed to last Saturday by
negotiating committees, is
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Play Our College Quiz Game & Win!
Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Bring It, We Cook it
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their rented car are being held
in Morris County Jail in lieu of
$10,000 bail each.
The men were charged with
possession of less than 25
grams of marijuana and
coming into New Jersey for
unlawful purposes,Ipolice
said, and authorities are in-
vestigating the possibility the
money was to be used in drug
trafficking.
Stanford C. Ericksen Jr., 28,
of Ann Arbor, and Robert M.
Kirkpatrick III, 29, of Bath,
were arraigned-Tuesday night
before Roxbury Municipal
Court Judge Robert B.
Cooperman, who was sitting in
Rockaway.
Cooperman refused defense
attorney Stuart Ball's request
to reduce bail to give the state
time to determine if a felony
has been committed. New
Jersey, Michigan and federal
authorities are investigating
to determine if the money was
stolen.
If the state does not uncOver
any evidence of a felony by.
Sept. 5, bail will be reduced to
$5,000. If no further charges
are filed by Sept. 10, the tail
will be set at $500.
Detective Sgt. John Le cit of
the State Police argued
against the bail reduction,
citing a prior conviction for
Kirkpatrick for possess:on of
more than 20 pounds of
Marijuana in Texas.
''We believe the suspects
were transporting this large
sum of money to further their
drug business. We don't have
the investigation completed,"
said State Police Superin-
tendent Clinton Pagano.
State troopers stopped the
men Monday on Interstate 80
in Roxbury Township, about
12 hours after they rented
their car in Detroit.
Trooper John Delesio said
the car was stopped for
speeding, but the.. officers
noticed a small amount of
marijuana on the front seat.
. Ericksen told the troopers
there was nothing in the car's
trunk, Delesio said, and
voluntarily opened it. He told
the officers two boxes in the
trunk contained history books.
Visible through a seam,
however, was part of the
money that later was counted
by hand and machines at the
Meadowlands Race Track,
police said.
"It was the largest amount
of money I've seen in one
place," said Delesio.
The money was in
denominations ranging from
$10 to $100 bills.





KANSAS CITY, Mo. I API --
Americans seem to prefer
puzzles that feature
illustrations of food to those
with fine art prints, a recent
survey by a puzzle
manufacturer indicates. -
Joe O'Brien, who plans the
puzzle line for Hallmark here,
says the firm's current best
seller is a double-decker
hamburger, complete with
pickles, lettuce, tomatoes and
a sesame-seed bun.
O'Brien admits he has no
explanation for the sudden
surge of interest in food
puzzles, but his theory is that
the appeal is due in part to the
popularity of gourmet cooking
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Meredith Says Democrats Are
Trying To Keep Nunn Off Air
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP -
Ron Meredith, state campaign
chairman for GOP guber-
natorial nominee Louie Nunn,
says the Democrats are trying
to keep his candidate off the
air by questioning the legality
of four radio commercials.
He also says an attempt to
discourage stations from
using the ads "is an arrogant
act of intimidation and
coercion" by the headquarters
of John Y. Brown Jr.
"It is purely and simply an
attempt by Mr. Brown to force
the truth off the air,"
Meredith said Tuesday.
He said the commercials
contained no libel. "You will
find that they are tough, but
fair and truthful," he told a
news conference.
"I would like to point out
that , truth is an absolute
defense to any legal action for
libel," Meredith said. .-That
being the case, the Nunn
campaign, and the radio
stations of Kentucky, cer,
tainly have nothing to fear
should there ever be any
litigation."
The dispute arose Monday
after several stations received
a letter from Brown's cam-
paign manager, Larry
Townsend, who indicated the
commercials, if used, might
subject them to defamation
and-or libel actions.
Nunn's voice isn't uaed in
the commercials and
Townsend described them as a
personal attack on the
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee. He said the ads
could be in violation of the
Federal Communications Act.
Steve Sewell, an FCC
spokesman in Washington,
said that commercials that
omit a candidate's voice are
not in violation of the agency's
regulations.
Sewell also said that FCC
regulations do not require
stations to provide rebuttal
time to the opposition if
political commercials include
"personal attacks."
Townsend's letter said the
regulations might.
He also said that a second,
clarifying, letter was sent to
radio stations, explaining that
the original letter was merely
intended to be advisory in
nature.
"We did not plan any legal
action when the letter was
sent, nor do we intend any
now," Townsend said.
Meredith, however, termed
the letter "an arrogant act of
intimidation and coercion. It
is purely and simply an at-
tempt by Mr. Brown to force
the truth off the air."
The commercials, which
Meredith played for newsmen,
claim:
-Brown spent $1.6 million
in the primary election.
-He has spent more time in
other states than he has in
Kentucky.
-The fast food millionaire's





And you can learn a of from him.
Find out more about King Solomon
and other Bible greats after school
at the First Christian Church After
School Bible Club. Call 753-3824.
statements to the contrary, he
has been sued.
Meredith said that
throughout the campaign, the
Republicans have "pointed
out what the news media has
said about Mr. Brown, or what
we have documented to be his
own niisstatelnent of facts."
Meredith said the com-
mercials were sent to 75 or 85
stations and "we've had no
complaints from anybody."
He said Townsend's letter to
the stations was "a form of
censorship by threat and
intimidation."
J. T. Whitlock, executive
director of the Kentucky
Broadcasters' Association,
said that a National Broad-
casters' Association attorney




DETROIT AP -The real
bargaining between the united
Auto Workers union and the
two biggest auto companies is
about to begin now that Ford
Motor Co. and General Motors
Corp. have submitted
economic offers to the union.
Neither side would give
details Tuesday, and 1JAW
President Douglas A. Fraser
pronounced the offers not
acceptable."
But he also called them "a
basis on which to build" and a
source close to the talks said
the union found them "not too
bad."
We are neither encouraged
nor discouraged,- Fraser
said.
GM said its offer embodied
"substanital increases in
wages, pensions and ad-
ditional paid time off the job"
and "recognizes the the needs
of our employees and ad-
dresses the major concerns
expressed by the union."
Ford said its offer -contains
improvements in wages,





STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED 1T BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.
THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
mercials. prior to the dispute
and decided they were net
libelous.
Whitlock said he advised
KBA members who called te
continue carrying the ads.
Meredith predicted that his
candidate will beat Brown
with the truth, and nothirw
but the truth. The Nunn
campaign will not be in-
timidated by his money and
high-handedness and the
voters of Kentucky won't
either."
In response to a question.
Meredith said the Republicans
had not taken a recent poll on
Nurin's standing with the
voters.
"The best poll will come
Nov. 6," he added. That's
election day in Kentucky.
ONE Of A KIND — Clarence Stewart, the only all-
white thoroughbred ever registered with the Jockey
Club, prepares for his first race at Saratoga Racecourse.
Owner-breeder Dr. Leon Star named the colt after his
trainer. Odds on breeding an all-white thoroughbred





FRANKFORT, Ky. t API -
Confirmation hearings have
concluded before a legislative
committee for appoit _es to
the state's two utility
regulatory commissions.
The Interim Joint Com-
mittee on State Government
agreed Tuesday to schedule
another meeting to vote on
confirmation of the six
commissioners after
reviewing two days of
testimony.
The 1978 state law spliting
the old Public Service Com-
mission into two separate
regulatory commissions also
gave the interim committee




grilled the three members of
the Energy Regulatory
Commission, the full-time
panel that regulates gas and
electric utilities.
The committee continued on
Tuesday its questioning of
ERC commissioner Claude
Vaughan, then turned its
attention to the three mem-
bers of the part-time Utility
Regulatory Commission. The
URC regulates water, sewer
and telephone utilities.
Commissioners were asked
whether any conflict of in-
terest would prevent them
from serving. Other questions
included staffing needs, policy
decisions and the need to
strike a balance between
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DRUG STORES
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• 20 TABLETS
ON YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION
GENERIC DRUGS ARE ANOTHER WAY THAT BEGLEY'S CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON THE DRUG. WE CARRY ONLY THOSE GENERIC DRUGS _THAT WE CAN DISPENSE AND YOU CAN TAKE-- WITH COMPLETE ASSURANCE
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Woman Trainer Helps Olympic Hopefuls Lawyer Was Vacationing When
Call Came From White House
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. AP) - A broken foot
may. have ended Jenny Stone's
sports competition, but it did
not curb her desire to be in-
volved in the sports world.
Today, she coordinates the
U.S. Olympic Training Cen-
ter's sports medicine facility
in Colorado Springs, helping
other athletes aiming for the
prestigious international
sports competition.
Ms. Stone, 25, never con-
sidered athletic training as a
career until the injury forced
the health and physical
education major to give up
active sports participation in
her sophomore year at Get-
tysburg College in Penn-
sylvania.
To remain near competitive
sports, she began working in
the college training room. As a
junior she was the varsity
football team's student trainer
and by her senior year she had
added the junior varsity
football and men's lacrosse
teams to her responsibilities.
Ms. Stone received a
master's degree in physical
education with a specialty in
athletic training from the
University of Arizona in May
1977. By July she had joined
the Olympic Training Center
in Squaw Valley, Calif.
"My first opportunity with
the Olympics came," she
remembers, "when Marcia
*. •
King, the head trainer at the
University of Arizona, was
asked to be a volunteer trainer
at Squaw Valley. She couldn't
go, so she recommended me
for the position. I was glad to
accept."
In March 1978 she was
transferred to Colorado
Springs as a paid, full-time
head trainer and coordinator
of the sports-medicine center.
Her responsibilities at the
facility vary with the season.
"During the summer I serve
i an administrative capacity,
directing five volunteer
trainers and one volunteer
physician," she explained.
"Trainers and physicians
work for two-week shifts. ,All
trainers are certified by the
National Athletic Trainers
Association."
But for the other months Ms.
Stone works as both trainer
and administrator. As a
trainer, she relies on physical
therapy, taping skills and hot
and cold. treatments to aid
injured athletes. More im-




athlete's workout level, ac-
cording to cardiovascular and
muscular condition, we can
prevent injuries," Ms. Stone
said. "With the machines at
the center we can test an
athlete's strength and per-
- -
•
TREADMILL TEST - Jenny Stone, coordinator of the U.
S. Olympic Training Center's sports medicine facility in Col-
orado Springs, Colo., measures Bob Methias' oxygen intake
as he uses the treadmill. Mathias, two-time Olympic
decathlon medalist, is director of the training facilities.
PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE








the Pazont Brothers - September 13
Tilghman Auditorium. 800 p.m.
Barbara Shuttleworth, Soprano- November 6
Tilghman Auditorium-8,00 p.m.
The Billy Taylor Jazz Trio-March 11
Tilghman Auditorium. 8,00 p.m.
Actors Theatre of Louisville
"In Fashion" (musical comedy)-April 7
P,C.0 Gymnasium, 8:00 p.m
Edwin Newman-May S




National Endowment for the Arts
Meese seed me the fellewleg sense tickets:











Make checks payable to FOCUS
Mail to: FOCUS Tickets
Paducah Community College
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Tickets available at the City-County Arts
Council, PCC Community Service Office,
P.C.C. Bookstore, or by mail by enclosing o
stamped, self-addressed envelope with irder,
7 
centage of body fat. We can
aLso measure how efficiently
an athlete uses oxygen."
Other facilities in the center
include muscle stimulators
and machines used for heat
treatments, pain relief and
muscle spasms.
Ms. Stone reports that a
mobile physiology lab is
almost complete. Plans call
for equipping the van with
machines that duplicate those
now housed in the center. Two
physiologists will travel in the
van to athletic camps and
sporting events throughout the




doctors from all over the
United States participate in
sports-medicine seminars at
the center to learn how to
improve performances and
prevent injuries. Areas




and biomechanieo, the study
of human movement. More
than 50 seminars have been
held.
The Colorado Springs and
Squaw Valley centers, both
sponsored by Burger King,
can each feed and provide
training facilities for 500
athletes at a time.
Ms. Stone and her staff
prefer the athletes and
coaches to use the sports
medicine facilities on a steady
basis.
"Sports medicine is still
fairly new," she says. "We
have a hard time educating
athletes and trainers about
our facilities and capabilities.
We try to send a trainer with
every team as it trains, but it's
not always possible. The
trainer's role is to show the
athletes how we can help
them, in addition to caring for
injuries."
A high point for Ms. Stone
came in April 1979.
"I was selected to travel
with the U.S. volleyball team
as their trainer when they
went to Cuba for the Olympic
qualifying tournament," she
says. "It was the first time the
team had taken a trainer in
their 12-year existence."
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Lloyd N. Cutler, a high-
powered lawyer who says he
knows "where the minefields
are" in this political town, was
vacationing on a river barge
in France when the call came
from the White House.
Three days later, he was in
the Oval Office and President
Carter offered Cutler the job
of presidential counsel and
adviser.
After thinking it over for a
week, Cutler said yes. "There
are some jobs you just don't
turn down," he explained
Tuesday, "and I admire the
president."
So at the age of 61, the
grayhaired, soft-spoken man




dollars a year, is about to
change his lifestyle for a
$56,000-a-year job at the White
Much Coal To Be Available
By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) -
By the end of the next decade,
some 200 billion tons of coal
will be available from deposits
on federally owned land, says
James A. Joseph, U.S. un-
dersecretary of the Interior.
Joseph told a coal industry
audience here Tuesday the
opening of more federal land
to mining will begin with the
offering of leases for 1.5 billion
tons of coal in Alabama,
Wyoming and Colorado in
1981.
but, he said, the new coal
deposits and existing coal will
be mined with concern for
environment as well as
production.
The Carter administration
is "working at every level to





iiroduction of coal is the key in
the western U.S., where the
government owns 60 percent
of the coal deposits.
"The nation's total coal
output is 700 million tons a
year," he told the 10th annual
Institute on Mine Safety,
Health and Research at
Virginia Tech.
"We have targeted regions
of the West and East where we
can begin leasing by 1981 for
the goal of 1.5 billion tons of
new coal by 1987."
Increased use of of federally
owned coal deposits will go a
long way to meeting the
nation's future 'energy
demands, he said.
He said the Coal Leasing Act
of 1976 provides a solid
legislative framework for the
task, including standards to
prevent needless mining of
poor deposits and protection
for competing uses of land,
such as livestock grazing and
wildlife protection.
Regulation of mining will be
provided by the Surface
Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977, he
said.
The strip mining bill is being
challenged by coal operators
in Virginia. A federal judge's
temporary injunction against
enforcement of the act in the
state was overturned earlier
this month.
"Those who channel their
energies into challenging" the
act..."in the long run will
frustrate the goal of increased
coal production," Joseph said.
Representatives of coal
companies, the United Mine
Workers and engineering and
safety services also heard
other speakers blast at en-
vironmentalists and rebuke
President Carter's stand on
coal.
Jesse F. Core, a member of
the presidential Commission
on Coal, said mining operators
and labor are reaching a new
level of cooperation in safety
that will lead to increased coal
production.




bureaucracy to the point
where they wield over-
whelming influence in
Washington, in most states
and in the news media. "
Continued aspirations for
higher level of environmental
quality, he said, will lead to
"escalated inflOon, unem-
ployment and energy short-
falls."
UMW President Arnold
Miller, who has said Carter
hasn't done enough to promote
coal, told the conference,
"there's a difference between
talking and doing.
Miller also criticized the
Energy Department, saying it
was a failure.
House.
To many, the appointment
symbolizes the Carter ad-
ministration's attempt to
reach out to the Washington
establishment it campaigned
against.
"He is the quintessential
Washington lawyer-
operator," said a lawyer who
has worked with him and who
asked not to be named. "He's
very, very smart, and he's
very, very smooth."
Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader went so far as to charge
that the appointment was
"another step toward the
takeover of the White House
by corporate represen-
tatives." He called Cutler an
"arch anti-consumer
Washington lobbyist."
Cutler, whose clients have
included the auto and phar-
maceutical industries, said he
will disqualify himself on any
matters that he or his law firm
have handled. But he still
expects criticism. "It's
perfectly clear that if I did get
into decisions in business and
environmental areas, there
will be some flak," he said.
"There is always some flak."
Cutler, interviewed in his
large 11th floor office at the
prestigious law firm of
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering,
said the appointment shows
"a desire. to have the
assistance of someone with an
institutional memory,
especially of what's happened
in government."
The new job, he concedes,
will change a lifestyle that
enabled him to travel to
Europe a half-dozen times a
year and in which it was
unusual for him to be in
Washington three days a
week.
"That will not be true
anymore, and partly I won't




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Scott Reid has been
nominated by the White House
for one of three federal
judgeships to be filled in the
Eastern District of Kentucky.
Mike Ruehling, a
spokesman for Sen. Wendell
Ford, 1)-Ky., said Tuesday
that the nomination had been
sent to the Senate.
The Senate, now in an
August recess, will be back in
session next Wednesday,
Ruehling said.
He said the White House had
not advised when nominations
for the other two judgeships
could be expected.
But he said when they are
made, Ford and Huddleston
will ask Sen. Edward Ken-




Reid's was one of ten names
submitted to the White House
Jan. 16 by the Kentucky
Judicial Selection Committee
for consideration for the three
vacancies, he said.
Ford and Huddleston sent
the names submitted by the
committee to the White House
without comment, he said.
The committee has nine
members, three appointed by





































P155/ 80R13 $36.75 $1.59
P165/75R13 $42.00 $1.65
P165/ 80R14 $44.00 $1.72
P165/80R15 $45.00 $2.09
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• Smooth-riding polyester cord body
• Double tread reinforcing fiberglass
belts








plus $1 59 FET, no
trade needed
• Steel belted radial tire • Eliminates winter tire
changeover • Save when you buy, save when you drive'
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POWER GARD 40 BATTERY
Maintenance tree mea, •




Fiush top-Seal battery CO,
Pe"Od,C checking prc
against improper watering
clean in service resists her •
kration and Overcharging








3 6 9 5 23895 114495
13x5 5 14675 15x75
Deep-dish, slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels High gloss finish shines bright - Chrome
draws attention to your car, lugs extra
Expert wheel Service also available' Mounting - Baiancing - Alignment
Just Say
'Charge It'
CZZarall '_,00CI Ye 0 r
ReVOI,O9
gg '_harge Accourr
S' a'! ry or Ines, 7 other ways ro buy
.ar Croon Customer Credit Plan • tlaStet
nail, • 0,01 • American Empress Card
• r m-, B a- ̂• • Diners Club • Casn
12-MONTH GAS SAVER TUNE-UP
Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups To Save You Gas All Year Long
Here's How It Works
Under this special Service policy Goodyear will tune
your car electronically following the 7-point check
list shown here. Anytime within one year of your
tune-up, take your invoice and free engine analysis
certificate back to the store that performed the
tune-up, and Goodyear will provide an electronic
analysis free of charge ;Up to 3 separate analyses
are provided free during the year ) If any of these
check-ups indicate the need for any adjustment or
part replacement (that were part of the original
tune-up). Goodyear will make the adjustment or




• Check Charging and starting
systems
• Install new points and
condenser
• Install new rotor
• Install new spark plugs
• Set dwell and timing to
recommended Specs














•tiecironic ignition Points and rondensei ar•
not required Air gap is sersvhere required
Stirs Illasager Rob.rt B. Midelph, k.
Murray,y, Goodyear Service Store 7534595
Store Nears: 7 am. eatH 5 p.m. floc-Sat.
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It's easy to stand in the
shadow of 6-6 giant Vernon
Broadnax, but Tim Wheeler
doesn't mind at all. "He's the
kind of guy who will do
anything for you," says
Wheeler, who at right guard
plays next to Broadnax, the
400-pound Murray State
tackle.
"If Vernon ever got mean,
think he could kill somebody,"
Wheeler laughed. But his
personality on the field is just







By the Associated Press
HOUSTON — The owners of
the Los Angeles Lakers
professional basketball team
have agreed to pay an un-
disclosed amount of money to
the Houston pockets, thus
ending after only one day of
testimony a $1.8 million
damage lawsuit.
The legal action was the
second of two against the
Lakers for injuries suffered by
Rudy Tomjanovich, Rockets
team captain, on the night of
Dec. 9, 1977.
Tomjanovich was hit in the
face by a punch from Laker
forward Kermit Washington
The Houston star suffered
multiple facial injuries, a
fractured skull, a fractured
jaw, a broken nose, and
leakage of spinal fluid.
Earlier, a five-man.
onewoman federal court jury
awarded Tomjanovich $3.3
million in damages.
The Rockets' suit, being
heard by the same jury, asked
for $900,000 in actual damages
and $900,000 in punitive
damages for the loss of
Tomjanovich for most of the
1977-1978 season.
Washington, now a member
of the San Diego Clippers, was
not a defendant in either suit.
Lakers attorney Robert
Dunn said the award to
Tomjanovich. which was
$600.000 higher than the
plantiffs had asked, would be
appealed because "it is ob-
vious the jury overreacted.
There would have been quite a
bit of difference if the case had
been tried somewhere beside
Houston."
The settlement of the second
suit was unknown even to U.S.
District Judge John V.
Singleton.











of guy on a
unit, because he can keep
things light at times," says
Behling, who joined the Mur-
ray State coaching staff early
this year.
Wheeler missed all of spring
practiCe — all the hitting, at
least — due to a case of
BEHLING
mononucleosis, and he admits
he lost some ground.
''•Physically , of course, I
couldn't do anything. But I
tried to keep up with the
mental side, like learning the
plays and attending
meetings," he said.
He reported to workouts
healthy this fall, though, and
has won back the starting spot
he held last year as a fresh-
man. -Tini's a street fighter,"
says Belding. "The tougher
the guy across the line from






Southeast Missouri. He has
suffered from swelling in the
legs, forcing him to miss four
days of practice.
His starting spot will be
filled by Phil Poirer, a 6-3, 230-
pound freshman from
Sarasota, Fla. We try to play
the kid that's the most ready,
not necessaril) who's at the
top of the depth chart," says
Belding. He and Vernon will
both probably play a lot
Saturday."
Lee Wise, who Behling says
has great explosion off the
ball, will open at left tackle,
mainly due to his rapid
progress this fall. Wise, a mid-
Tim Wheeler, who will start at right guard for Murray State Saturday at Southeast
Missouri, is the offensive line's 'good-humor man,' says offensive coordinator John Behling.
Cincinnati Takes Memorial, Er,
Memorable Game, NL West Lead
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The last tire the Houston
Astros were not first in the
National League West, it was
the Memorial Day weekend.
So today is a Red-letter day
for Cincinnati.
After a long uphill climb, the
Reds finally moved ahead of
Houston Tuesday night with a
5-2 victory over the
Philadelphia Phillies while the
Astros were losing a 7-6
decision at Montreal.
"We're starting to come
together now," said Reds
Manager John McNamara
after watching his team win
its seventh straight game and
17th in the last 22. "We got
very good pitching and three
home runs."
The pitching came from
rookie Frank Pastore and
Tom Flume and the home runs
from Joe Morgan, Ray Knight
and Dan Driessen.
Elsewhere in the NI„ Pit-
tsburgh defeated Los Angeles
4-1; Chicago beat San Diego 3-
1; St. Louis nipped San
Francisco 2-1 and Atlanta
edged New York 6-4.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
After Garry Maddox put the
Phillies in front 1-0 with his
12th home run of the season in
the second inning, Cincinnati
tied the game on Morgan's
homer opening the fourth.
Knight homered leading off
the fifth to put the Reds in
front again, 2-1, and Cin-
cinnati scored three more
times in the sixth on
Driessen's homer.
Pastore gave up only five
hits in 72-3 innings while
striking out three and walking
one. The rookie pitcher held
the Phillies to three hits over
the first seven innings but left
after giving up singles to Bake
McBride and Larry Bowa in
the eighth.
Loser Steve Carlton, 13-11,
struck out seven in six innings.
Expos 7, Astros 6 — Warren
Cromartie drove in four runs,
including one with a bases-
loaded walk in the ninth, to
lead Montreal over Houston.
Larry Parrish opened the
Expos ninth with a single off
reliever Pete Ladd and moved
to second on a wild pitch.
Pirates 4, Dodgers 1 - John
COndeleria pitched a four-
hitter and Willie Stargell hit a
two-run homer to lead Pitt-
sburgh over Los Angeles.
Candeleria, 12-8, struck out
three and allowed no walks.
He lost his bid for his first
shutout of the season when
Davey Lopes hit his 26th
homer of the season in the
sixth inning.
Cubs 3, Padres 1 .— Jerry
Martin had an RBI single and
Tim Blackwell doubled home
a run and Rick Reuschel
gained his 16th victory as
Chicago beat San Diego.
Reuschel, 16-7, allowed five
hits and struck out eight
before needing ninth-inning
relief help from Bruce Sutter,
who picked up his 34th save of
the year. The victory was the
seventh straight for Reutchel.
Cardinals 2, Giants. 1 —
George Hendrick's leadoff
home run and a run-scoring
infield single by Garry
Templeton in the seventh
inning lifted St. Louis over San
Francisco. The home run by
Hendrick was his 12th of the
season and broke a scoreless
tie.
Braves 6. Mets 4 - Right-
hander Phil Niekro drove in
two runs and gained his 17th
victory as Atlanta defeated
New York. Niekro, 17-17,
knocked in runs with a four-
thinning sacrifice fly and his
second single of the game in
the sixth.
Kentucky, Indiana Basketball
Series Safe, At Least For Now
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, .Ky. - The
annual high school basketball
series matching teams from
Kentucky and Indiana will
apparently survive for at least
another year, but there will be
sonic changes, officials say.
Indiana game director Don
Bates said he is "80 percent
certain" the Indiana All-Stars
will play against Kentucky —
not Ohio or Illinois — itnext
year.
But likely changes include
prohibiting Indiana's Mr.
Basketball from playing in the
Derby Festival all-star game,
a contest that precedes the
charity series by two months.
The festival game ap-
parently has hurt series at-
tendance, though only four of
the last eight Indiana Mr.
Basketballs have played in the
festival contest.
year graduate of Normandy
High School in St. Louis, had
problems with the snap count
and jumped offsides
frequently last spring, Behling
said.
"But he's got a good sense of
humor, and once I started
kidding him about it and he
loosened up, he ridded himself
of the problem."
Reggie Pope (6-0, 220), one
of just three seniors on the
Racer roster, has the nod at
left guard. "He's our most
Unproved lineman," Behling
sass. "He's gone from
average to a really good
lineman since this spring, and
on the sweep, he does as good
a job of pulling (blocking for
the sweeps) as anyone we
have."
The tightest battle for a
starting spot may be at center,
where junior Norm Fell (6-1,
220) and freshman Dirk
Bowman (6-3, 225) are com-
peting. Fell will start
Saturday, thanks to both
improvement on fun-
damentals and a foot injury to
Bowman. "They will be going
at each other all year," says
Behling.
Kris Robbins has battled
illness throughout the fall to
earn the starting tight end
spot, and Behling calls him the
"pride and joy of the offensive
line." Robbins had hardly
recovered from an ear in-
fection before the flu slowed
him somewhat.
"But he doesn't let anything
stop him. His dad is a coach,
and knows- the role he must
play," Behling says.
The split end spot will be
filled by either Brett Clark ( 5-
10, 170) or Anthony Robbins
( 6-2, 190). "They are neck and -
neck, and both will play a lot,"
says receivers coach Mike
Dickens.
Greg King was switched
from split end to wingback in
the spring, making room for
Clark, a sophomore from
Addison, Ill., and Robbins, a
transfer from College of the
Canyons in California.
The offensive line will be
more experienced than last
season, thanks to a year of
starting under the belts of
Wheeler and Broadnax, but
it's still an unproven area.
"I know we're getting
there," says Behling. "I just
hope we get there before the




Top Seed Borg, Connors Breeze; Purcell Advances
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Bjorn Borg
says he's relaxed and not
feeling any special pressure
as he bids for his first U.S.
Open championship. Defen-
ding champion Jimmy Con-
nors, Borg's arch rival, hopes
to change that over the next
two weeks.
Murrayan Mel Purcell
advanced to the second round
viith a 5-7, 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 triumph
over France's Gilles
Morretton, His University of
Tennessee teammate, Andy
Kohlberg, fell 3-6, 6-4, 5-7, 6-3.
6-4 to No. 8 seed Victor Pecci
of Paraguay.
Borg, who frequently has to
fight for his life in early
matches of major tour-
naments, breezed past former
NCAA , champion Matt Mit-
chell 6-1, 6-1, 6-2 in a first-
round match Tuesday at the
U.S. Open tennis cham-
pionships.
Connors, seeded second
behind Borg, also won in
straight sets, defeating Anand
Arnritraj of India 6-2, 6-4, 6-4.












pions who will be crowned
Sept. 9.
Among the women, top-
seeded Chris Evert Lloyd
opened her quest for a fifth
straight title with a 6-0, 6-0
romp over West Germany's
Iris Riedel.
Crowds of 10,677 and 7,463




night sessions of the $563,600
Open, which carries first
prizes of $39,000 to the men's
and women's singles cham-
pions who will be crowned
Sept. 9.
Of the 12 seeded players to
see action Tuesday, 10 came
away with first-round vic-
tories. The only exception in
the men's draw was Adriano
Panatta of Italy, who lost to
Kevin Curren, a South African
who won the NCAA singles
title this spring playing for the
University of Texas, 6-3, 7-5, 7-
6.
Last year's Cinderella star,




who became the youngest
finalist in Open history when
she reached the women's
singles final at the age of 16
last year, has been bothered
by tendinitis in her right
shoulder all summer and
showed little of her usual
effective net game. The 6-
footer's serve, which normally
sets up the rest of her game,
also deserted her.
In other opening day
matches on the men's side,
fourth-seeded Vitas Gerulaitis
easily beat Mark Ednionson of
Australia 6-3, 6-2, 7-5; No.6
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
defeated Onny Parun of New
Zealand 6-1,6-2, 7-6; and No.10
Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina
beat Bruce Nichols 6-1, 6-0, 6-4.
Tiger Season
Tickets Available
Season tickets for the home
portion of Murray High's
football schedule are still
available, according to
Murray High athletic director
Eli Alexander.
Those interested should call
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Montreal 7, Houston 6
Cincinnati 5, Philadelphia 2
Atlanta 6. New York
Clucago 3, San Diego 1
Pittsburgh 4. Los Angeles I
Si Loud 2, San Francisco 1
Werlaesday's Gimes
Atlanta (Midas 64( at New York (Bur-
ris 04 ,
SA Louis Fulgharn 6-4; at Sin Fran-
cisco I Blue 10-111
Houston (3 Niekro 111-71 at Montreal
I Lew I2-16i, ni
Cincinnati I Bonham 7-5 at PluladeLpius
Espinom 13-101, (n
Chicago iMcGlothen 11-9) at San Diego
Perry 10-11), fro
Akli KI( 424 lIAGUE
EAST
GB L Pee. GB
Battu:tore 64 44 11611 —
Milwaukee SO 53 Mt 64
5 &Mon 77 52 IV 7
7 New York 70 54 .547 14
114 Detroit 71 61 5311 15
33 Cleveland 116 65 604 194
Toronto 42 Id .321 434
WEST
4 California 71 61 535 —
14 Minnesota U 61 IV 14
14 Kansas City * 62 kV 14
30 Texas 63 6.1 477 a
23 aticago 57 74 435 134
Seattle 56 76 424 15
Oakland 42 91 316 194
Tuesday's Games
Oakland 6, Toronto 3
Baltimore at Minnesota, ppd., rain
Seattle at Cleveland, ppd , rain
Detroit 12, California 2
Chicago 7, Boston 3
Milwaukee II Kansas City 6
Texas 10, New York 2
Wediesday's Games
Baltimore (McGregor 9-4 and Ford 141
at Minnesota I Erickson 1-7 and Zahn 10-
e4, 2
Seattle Baruuster 7-13 and Tivitchell







TEXAS RANGERS - Announced that




ATLANTA HAWKS Signed Andre
McGorter. guard
INDIANA PACERS—Sent Ricky Sobers,
guard, to the Chicago Bulls as corn-
pen/union for signing tree agent Mickey
Johnson, forward
PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZ-ERS—
Waived Ira Terrell, forward
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS— Waived Steve
Stewart, linebacker Acquired Joel
Witham, linebacker
BUFFALO BILLS— Released Mike
Kirtrnan, wide receiver, and Aaron Ball
and Tom Rusk, linebackers.
CINCINNATI BENGALS— Claimed
Mack Mitchell, defensive end
DENVER BRONCOS— Waived Lonnie
Perrin, running back, Kit Lathrop,
defensive end. James Harrell, linebacker.
and Kle. Moore, tight end Placed Maurice
Harvey, defensive back. and Rob Nairne,
.inetiocker. on the injured reserve Bat
GREEN BAY PACKERS-- Waived Jim
Mot, defensive end Placed John Ander-
son, linebacker on the injured reserve list
LOS ANGELES RAMS- Placed Run
Smith, wide receiver, on the injured
reserve list
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed Norm
Bulauh, fullback, and Jeff Groth, wide
receiver Placed Guy Benjamin, quar-
terback, and Eric Leaks°, lineman, an the
mitred reserve lat.
NEW ENGLAND PATftl-OTS—Placed
Bob Gabe, linebacker, on the insured
reserve list Recalled John Zamberim,
linebacker, from the waiver list.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS— Placed Rich
Mato. kicker, and Ray Brown, safety, On
the injured reserve list Released Jimmy
Stewart, safety, and Vickey Anderson and
Harlan Huckleby, running backs
NEW YORK GIANTS—Acquired Tony
Green, return specialist; Todd
Christensen, running back, and Gus
Coppens, offensive tackle Waived Jon
Krahl and Calvin Miller, defensive
tackles. Leo Ilerney, cater, Bruce
Threadgill, safety, and Joe McLaughlin,
linebacker
NEW YORK JETS—Placed Abdul
Salaam, defensive tackle, and Ed
McGlasson, offensive lineman, on the
injured reserve list Signed Stan
Waldemore, offensive lineman.
The Grand Old Game Teeming
With Controversy This Season
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Apple pie, Chevrolet, Kate
Smith and baseball...
In San Francisco, pitcher
Vida Blue threatens to bring a
shotgun to the lockerroom and
"blow away" reporters who
pester him. That failing; he
says he might resort to a
baseball bat. Teammate John





There are likely to be
several unfamiliar faces in
Murray State cross country
uniforms this Saturday as the
Racers open the 1979 season in




will be three regulars from
last season - Wendy Slaton,
Diane Holmes and Sharon
Macy. That trio of regulars
along with a host of
newcomers, several and
improved holdovers from 1978
will form the squad for the
initial 5,000-meter com-
petition
"We have the potential to be
as good as last season but it
will take several weeks before
we establish ourselves," said
Racer coach Margaret
Simmorts.
Slaton was Murray's top
cross country performer last
season, with Holmes ranking
third and Macy, fifth, among
the top seven performers.
Other hopefuls include Patty
and Lisa Bittel, Becky Pytosh,
Peggy Turner and Mary Jane
Gates.
being fined $500 for sneaking a
few nips on the team plane
against rigid club rules. Some
players are in open revolt
against Giants manager Joe
Altobelli.
Next scene: Somebody will
write a book and call it
"Candlestick Capers."
Peanuts, popcorn, "getcha
cold beer here" and
baseball...
On an evening unfit for man
or beast, on sloppy turf in a
drenching rain, Reggie
Jackson loses his footing and
misplays a fly ball to right
field. The crowd boos nastily
and refuses to let up every
time Reggie sticks his nose out
of the dugout.
This is the man who was
courted by Yankee owner
George Steinbrenner, who
signed for $2.9 million and
struck three titanic home runs
in the clinching game of the
1977 World Series — catylist„
and drink-stirrer of the two-,
time world champions.
"Fans a-re blood-thirsty,"
once moaned John Thomas,
the first seven-foot high
jumper, after failing in the
Olympic Games. "They're
like spectators in the Roman
Colosseum in the old days.
You have to please them every





Ray Kroc, announcing a
plan to spend $10 million to
improve his San Diego ball
club, was asked by the AP's
Norman Clark if he would be
Interested in the Yankees'
Graig Nettles and the Reds'
Joe Morgan, who may be up
for grabs. Kroc licked his lips
like a man who had just
devoured a Big Mac and said,
in effect, "Sure, that would be
nice." Boom! He hadn't had
time to wipe his chin before
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
had slapped him with a
$100,000 fine. The offense:
tampering.
That's a fragile no-no in
freemarket baseball these
days — and a rather silly one.
Kroc was not devious. He
made no overt move to contact
either of the super stars. The
hamburger baron, realizing
his error, quickly apologized.
His sin was similar to that of
Atlanta's maverick Ted
Turner who, admittedly
emboldened by a half-dozen
martinis, three years ago
expressed a similar, off-the-
cuff interest in Gary Mat-
thews. The yachtsman-
sportsman had the wind
knocked out of his sails with a
$10.000 fine and a year's
suspension.
Baseball should bring its
archaic tampering rules into
accordance with reality. If an
owner actually schemes to
lure a player from his current
employer, throw the book at
him. If he simply expresses an
opinion, forget it.
Apple pie and baseball.







The managers of the
California Angels and Detroit
Tigers are both talking tough,
as befits their identical 71-61
records. There's just one
small difference — the Angels
lead the American League
West by 1 1,2 games while the
'Tigers are fifth in the AL East,
15 games from the top.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
"I think we're the best club
in our division and I think we
will win it. I think we have a
better ballclub than either
Kansas City or Minnesota,"
Jim Fregosi of the slumping
Angels said Tuesday night
following his team's sixth loss
in seven games, a 12-2






Celebrate Labor Day With A Bang
Come On Over
Walk In And Browse Around
Choose From Our HUGE Selection
SUPER SAVER COUPON
Bring This Coupon For




Get Your Rockets Off At
LONGVIEW ONE STOP
Cross Paris Landing Bridge, TN.
US 79E 1st Stop on Right
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Daily
"I'll tell you what — I'm not
afraid of Boston or Baltimore
or any of them now if we can
play like this," said Anderson,
whose team has won four in a
row and 12 of its last 15 games.
In other AL contests, the
Milwaukee Brewers out-
slugged the Kansas City
Royals 11-6, the Texas
Rangers shelled the New York
Yankees 10-2, the Chicago
White Scor downed the Boston
Red Sox 7-3 and the Oakland




Jerry Morales drove in
three Detroit runs with a
double and single while
Champ Summers, Alan
Trammell and Jason
Thompson homered for the
Tigers. Despite the setback,
the Angels remained 1'2
games ahead of Minnesota
and Kansas City in the West
Division, The Tigers broke the
game open with a six-run third
inning.
Brewers 11, Royals 6 —
Gorman Thomas, Sixto
Lezcano and Don Money drove
in two runs apiece as
Milwaukee snapped the
Royals' five-game winning
streak. The Brewers, winning
for the 14th time in 17 outings,
moved past Boston into sole
possession of second place in
the AL East, 61-2 games behind
Baltimore.
Rangers 10, Yankees 2 — Al
Oliver hit a homer, double and
two singles and Willie Mon-
tanez rapped a tie-breaking
single and a three-run homer
as the victory-starved
Rangers snapped a five-game
losing streak and won for only
the sixth time in 26 games.
White Sox 7, Red Sox 3 —
Ross Baumgarten pitched
seven strong innings and
Chicago profited from four
Boston errors in dumping the
Red Sox back into third place.
A's 6, Blue Jays 3 — Jim
F,ssian's three-run homer
gave Oakland a 3-1 lead in the
fifth inning. Howitver, Toronto
tied it in the bottom of the fifth
on Alfredo Griffin's inside-
thepark homer and the A's
took the lead for good an in-
ning later on an RBI single by
Rob Picciolo, who had four
hits. Picciolo doubled a run
home in the eighth and scored
on Rickey Henderson's single.
Overconfidence




been picked in most quarters
as the preseason choice for
college football's national
championship and one of
Coach John Robinson's major
problems will be guarding
against overconfidence.
If the Trojans hear too much
about how good they are, they
might start believing it.
"Everybody's vulnerable to
flattery," says Robinson. "If
somebody said to me, 'Hey,
you look like Robert Redford,'
the next thing you know I'd be
looking in the mirror admiring
my nose.
"We have to be careful not
to start thinking we're so good
we can't lose."
That being the case, it might
be a good idea to keep the
players far removed from
USC's own press guide. From
reading Robinson's com-
ments, one might get the idea
the Trojans are indeed a super
team.
For example:
On tailback Charles White:
"Charlie's the best football
player in America and he's the
most durable player I've ever
coached. I think he could play
a doubleheader."
On quarterback Paul
McDonald: "Paul is an ex-
cellent passer with the ability
to scramble and watch
1 n.
downfield at the same time so
he can change his mind
quickly if a play breaks down.
He's also very confident, very
brave, an outstanding leader
and one of the coolest people
I've ever seen."
On offensive tackle Anthony
Munoz: "Munoz has to be the
leading Outland Trophy
candidate in the country. He's
potentially the finest lineman
I've ever been around, and
that includes the great players
with the Oakland Raiders. In
fact, he's one of the great
football players I've ever seen
at any position."
On inside linebacker Dennis
Johnson: "Dennis is one of the
premier players in the
country. He's got excellent
size and speed and great
range and he defends the pass
as well as any linebacker I've
ever seen."
On fullback Marcus Allen:
"Marcus isn't built like a
normal fullback but he's
simply too good an athlete and
too competitive to sit on the
bench. He gives us the same
kind of skills Lynn Cain had."
On backup fullback Paul
DiLulo: "He's got the kinds of
talents Mosi Tatupu had."
On wide receiver Danny
Garcia: "He reminds me a lot
of former USC stars Randy
Simmrin and. Johnny
McKay."





Our Royal Burger has two juicy all-beef patties dressed with cheese, sauce,jand lettuce on a
I triple-decker bun. A great value at the regular price, and even greater while this offer lasts.
Expiration Date' September 4, 1979,
Mil CLIP AND USE THIS COUPON MI
Williams: "Kevin is one of the
most dramatic big-play
receivers in the country, in the
class of NFL receivers like
Cliff Branch and Mel Gray."
On tight end James Hunter:
"You know, every starting
tight end from USC in the last
12 years has gone on to play in
the NFL and Jim will be no
exception. He'll be among the
very best from here."
On guard Brad Budde:
"Brad should be an All-
American guard. He's my
idea of a complete football
player who will be a first-
round NFL draft choice. He's
very tough, very intelligent
and an outstanding athlete.
He's almost the ideal player."
On center Chris Foote:
"Chris is one of the quickest,
most athletic centers I've ever
been around and I think he's
one of the best in the country."
On punter David Pryor:
"He seems to thrive on
pressure and he can really
kick for distance, but what I
like most is his quickness in
getting the ball away. He
might be the quickest we've
had in years."
Rose Bowl? How about the
Super Bowl, Coach Robinson?
Graham 1-Shot Leader
In Am Championships
By the Associated Press
CLEVELAND — Tim
Graham wrinkled his
forehead and said, "It looks
like I might make it. If I keep
the putter going, I should be in
good shape."
That cautious statement
came moments after the 22-
year-old golfer from Baton
Rouge, La., carded a five-
under-par 65 to take low
honors Tuesday on the first of
two days of qualifying in the
79th U.S. Amateur Cham-
pionship.





rolled in three birdies and an
eagle at Shaker Heights
Country Club to grab a one-
stroke lead over Bobby
Clampett of Carmel, Calif.
and Brigham Young
University.
Clampett, 19, set a course
record of five-under-par 66 at
neighboring Canterbury Golf
Club, breaking the old com-
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LI 7-UP, PEPSI, COKE, or R.C... .., 89c3
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by law and in 
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ROYAL VIKING
Orange Coconut Coffee Cake."41:$ 1°9
You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus, each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health and beauty aids, meats, and produce.
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1 Deaths and Funerals ,
Services Are Today
For Mr. Pace, Sr.
The funeral for Richard
Edwin Pace, Sr., 85, is being
held today at 3 p.m. at the
Salem Baptist Church in
Christian County with the
Rev. Dr. Brooks Major and
the Rev. David Elliott of-
ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
Riverside Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Maddux
Funeral Home in Pembroke.
Mr. Pace died Monday at
6:06 a.m. at the Parkview
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. A
native of Herndon, he was
born Feb. 12, 1894, the son of
Joseph Lee and Mary
Catherine Weaver Pace. He
was a member of the Rich
Christian Church and a retired
farmer.
He was preceded in death by
his first wife, Mary Edna
White Pace, in 1950 and by an
infant son, Charles Ray Pace,
in 1925.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Rosemary M. Pace,
Pembroke; three daughters,
Mrs. Robert ( Dorothy
Morton, Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Warren L. ( Betty) Turner,
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
Fred 0. ( Lena _Morris, Jr.,
Pembroke; three sons-R. E.,
Jr., Fagan W., and Robert L.
Pace, all of Pembroke; one
stepdaughter, one step son, 15
grandchildren, three step






Mrs. Lunie Davis, a native
of Calloway County, died
Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
She was 81 years of age and a
resident of the Thomas Jef-
ferson Apartments, Paducah.
The deceased was a
member of the Bethel Baptist
Church.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Sarah Wyatt,
Lone Oak; three sons-Perry,
James, and Thomas Calhoun,
all of Paducah; seven gran-
dchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev.
Tommy Wallace officiating.




Oatise Hart, a resident of
Birmingham Group Home and
formerly of Puryear, Tenn.,
was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn., on Monday night.
He was 78 years of age and a
retired farmer. Born Oct. 26,
1900, in Henry County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late John
Hart and Mollie Beavers Hart.
iMr. Hart is survived his
wife, Mrs. Alice Jean Colley
Hart; one son, Henry Hart,
Paris, Tenn.; three sisters-
Mrs. Hallie Kimbel, Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mattie
Woodard and Mrs. Hattie
Davis, Avoh Park, Fla.; two
brothers. Homer Hart, Paris.
Tenn., and Lester Hart.
Puryear, Tenn.
Graveside rites were con-
ducted this morning at 10:30 at
the Puryear, Tenn., City
Cemetery with the Rev. Paul
Belcher officiating. The
Ridgeway Morticians of Paris





Noah E. Douthitt, brother of
Mrs. Vada Grogan of Murray,
died Monday afternoon at the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. He was 85 years of age
and a resident of Wingo.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and mill operator.
He is survived by three sons-
-Louis, Paducah, Ray,
Memphis, Tenn., and John,
Charlotte, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Grogan, Murray, and
Mrs. Ethel Lester, Waco,
Texas; one brother, Boone
Douthitt, Nashville, Tenn.; IQ
grandchildren; 10 great
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo,
with Alonzo Williams and
Larry Vaughan officiating.





Word has been received of
the death of Herbert F.
Chitwood, 53, who died Aug. 19
at Kings Daughters Hospital,
Madison. Ind.
Mr. Chitwood had lived and
worked in Murray and
Calloway County in land
development for the past
several years before his
recent move back to Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. He was a
veteran of World War II
serving with the United States
Navy.
Born Sept. 28, 1925, in
McCreary County, he was the
son of Sarah Lay Chitwood,
who survives, and the late
Fred Chitwood. One son,
Roger S. Chitwood, died Feb.
15,1978.
Survivors include his
mother, Mrs. Chitwood; one
daughter, Mrs. Paula Gibson;
one brother, Kern Chitwood;
five sisters--Mrs. Dortha
Tinch, Mrs. Alice Wallace,
Mrs. Nancy Baldridge, Mrs.
Jean Wallace, and Mrs.
Marjorie Hamilton.
Funeral services were held
Aug. 21 at the Maryland
Avenue Pentecostal Church,




Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.


















































Federal-Slate Market News Service
August 29, 19'79
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 453 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .50- 75 lower Sows steady mostly 50
lower
US 1-2390-230 Its $36 25-38.50
US 2 2013-240 lbs. 93800-3825
US 2-3 240-250 Ito 93750-3200
US 2,4 260280 Its
Sows
US 1-2 270-7150 to
US 1-3350.4S0 lbs
US 1-3 450-500 Its
US 1-3 500-650 Its
US 2-3 300-500 lhs
Boars 26 00-27 On
$27 50 28 50
$26 50-77 50
$27 50-28 50
628 50 30 00
$25 00 26 50







Age (circle One) 20's 30's 40's 50's 60's 70's
If a YMCA was established in our community, 1 would be interested in participating in the
following activities:
ACTIVITY Yes
Father & Son Group












I would become a member if a YMCA is organized
I have children who need additional activities
I would agree to work in the Charter Membership
Enrollment Drive
Other Suggestions
Surveys may be returned at drop-off points located at the downtown branches of the Bank
of Murray or the Peoples Bank or may be mailed to the Murray Jaycees, P.O. Box 41, Mur-
ray, Ky. 42071.
Khomeini Issues New Orders
To Crush Kurdish Rebellion
TEHRAN. Iran 1AP —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
issued new orders to crush the
Kurdish rebellion in northwest
Iran and reports of executions
mounted despite peace
overtures from the Kurds.
Khomeini sent Moslem
cleric Hosseini Kerrnani on a
factfinding mission to Kur-
distan Tuesday with orders to
"crush the outlaws if need
be," Tehran Radio reported.
Kurdish sources said 57




The Seventh Aimual "Super
Horse Show" will be held
Saturday, Sept. 1, starting at 4
p.m. at the New Providence
Riding Club, located eight
miles east of Murray off High-
way 121 South on Highway 893.
Guaranteed money will be
$2,950, a club spokesman said.
Classes will include halter
open, ponies, fox trot, open
western pleasure, open rack,
open hunt seat, junior western
pleasure, pleasure saddle
horse, super barrel race open,
junior barrels, open flag race,
open poles, junior poles, non-
winners barrel race, and one
barrel speed.
The concession stand will be
open. Admission will be El per
person. children 6 to 12 years,
50 cents, and children under
six free.
For information persons










Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 Sou46 753-2617
algiff MOM. MVP. Malli" IOW, MOW
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will observe the 125th an-
niversary of the lodge on
Sunday, Sept. 2, at 1:30 p.m.
George- R. Effinger, Past
Grand Master of Kentucky
Masonic Lodges, will be the
featured speaker. Lunch will
be served at this time.
Larry Roberts, Master of
the Lodge, invites all Masons
and their families to attend
this memorial event of
Temple Hill Lodge.
Memorial Day Will
A joint memorial service
will be held Sunday. Sept. 2, by
the Union Ridge United
Methodist and Baptist
Churches.
The guest speaker at the 11
a.m. worship services will be
the Rev. Fred Alexander.




The Methodist Men of
Calloway County will have a
special meeting' on Saturday,
Sept. 1, if 7 p.m. at the
Colonial Housetniorgasbord
Guest speaker will be Larry
Vick of Camden, Tenn., ac-
cording to a group spokesman
who urges all men of United
Methodist Churhes in Murray
and Calloway County to at-
lend.
squad in Saqqez Tuesday in




was sent to the region two
weeks ago.
The sources, reached by
telephone in their stronghold
in Mahabad, said Khalkhali's
tribunals in Saqqez to the
south found. the 57 guilty of
"anti-revolutionary ac-
tivities."
They said the bullet-riddled
bodies of the condemned were
"dumped into the street
outside the town's garrison as
griefstricken relatives
gathered around."
The official Pars news
agency said only that 11 Kurds
and nine army deserters were
executed in Saqqez Tuesday.
There was no independent
confirmation of the figures
supplied by the government or
the Kurds.
Khomeini's forces crushed a
three-day rebellion in Saqqez
Saturday. It was the latest
uprising by the Kurds for self-
rule since they renewed their
autonomy drive in March.
More than 1,000 have died in
the fighting since.
A Kurdish delegation from
Mahabad, headquarters of the
outlawed Kurdish Democratic
Party, has been meeting with
Khomeini's representatives in




The 503rd Parachute R.C.T.
World War 11 is seeking for-




Battalion, and the 161st
Parachute Engineer Bat-
talion.
A reunion for men who
served in these units for any
period of time between March
2, 1942, and Sept. 2, 1945, will
be held in Nashville in July
1980. The group also plans to
return to the Philippines in
1981.
In addition, locating these
men will help to build up the
association records and help
veterans of the association
seek former friends to file
claims.
Veterans may contact
Harry A. Bailey, Box 45:3,
Central, S.C. 29630, 803 i 1139-
2922.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP - USDA --
Cattle 1500, slaughter steers and heifers
not fully tested, calves steady. feedrs
200 lower. bulls steady: calves and
sealers steady.
Slaughter steers mixed good and ch Ore
9115 lb 61 50 ,
Slaughter calves commercial 34 4239.
4529. utdity 14 43 00-48 50 cotter 1243 00
$975. canner and cutter under SOO lb 37 25-
42 M.
Slaughter bulls 1050-1535 lb 63 0045 00. I -
2 10001760 lb 58 50.6339.
Slaughter calves and sealers c boice 215
300 lb sealers 63 004539, (tome 300-430 lb
calves 75 0085 00 feeder steers choice NO
300 lb 11000-136 00, 300-400 lb 97 00-112 50,
403400 lb C7 00-99 50, 500400 lb 81 00-8839
800750 lb 75 0086 50. mixed good and
choir. 1011-500 lb $4004700. 500700 lb
24 0045 06, g pod 300400 lb 70 0046 00 603.
1201 lb 55 15-73 00. heifen choice 300400
78 00418 00, 400-000 lb 75 00-62 00. 500-74c
71 00.7975. mixed good and choice 40o w/
lb 68 CO-71 00; good 350630 lb 40 0070 (14,
noloso lb 46 0052 00.
Hogs IVO. harrows and gilts 2510.e, I.
3214240 lb 39 91340 10; 390.245 lb 3050.
52501,2-3 725-11115 lb 3050.3950.265-10) lb
36.0046 00. sows 100 lower, I-2 500456 lb
*80-3100. 450400 lb 31 0032 00 utility
2540 boars over 300 lb 29 50-30 50,
Sheep 25. slaughter larnta 739 higher
feeders steady, slaughter Iambs c1100--e
and prime 63 lb 5.501, feeders choice and
fancy 59 lb native lambs 0039
seeking a negotiated cease-
fire and Khalkhali's recall.
. But Khomeini sees the
Kurdish rebellion as a threat
to the revolutionary Islamic
regime he set up in February
after his forces ousted Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's




Show To Be Held
At Paris Landing
Festival '79, an arts and
crafts show, will be held from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday,
Sept. 8, end Sunday , Sept. 9, at
Paris Landing State Park.
The event is sponsored by
the Tr -County Arts & Crafts
Guild in Paris, Tenn.
Hurricane David Reported To
Be Heading Toward Martinque
By LEW WHEATON
Associated Press Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(AP) — Hurricane David, one
of the most dangerous storms
to threaten the Antilles
islands, bypassed Barbados
during the night and headed
for Martinique, 350 miles
southeast of Puerto Rico,
The 3 a.m. advisory froni
the U.S. National Weather
Service in San Juan said
David's center was 80 miles
east-southeast of Martinique
and should pass over the
French island during the
morning.
The weather service said
the hurricane was moving
westnorthwest at about 14
mph and was expected to
maintain that speed and
direction for 24 hours more.
Hurricane warnings were in
effect for the islands of
Guadeloupe, Dominica, St.
Lucia, Barbados, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, in the
Lesser Antilles chain curving
south from Puerto Rico to the
north coast of South America.
The hurricane watch was
discontinued for Grenada,
southwest of Barbados.
David's top winds dropped
Tuesday evening from 150
mph to 140. But the weather
service's midnight advisory
said the weakening trend did
not continue, top winds were
still 140 mph, and "David is
still a vtry dangerous
hurricane."
Tourist-crowded Barbados
was lashed by gale winds and
heavy rains, but the main
body of the storm passed well
to the north, and there were no
reports of casualties or
damage.
The storm center passed
more than 60 miles away from
the Caribbean's easternmost
island. With the hurricane-
force winds extending out 50
miles, "that gives us a buffer
of about 10 miles," said the
head of the local hurricane
relief organization, Sir
Carlisle Burton.
But Bridgetown, the capital,
looked like a ghost town
Tuesday after a spokesman
for the U.S. Weather Service
warned that David, the second
Atlantic Ocean hurricane of
the season, could be one of the
worst storms in the history of
the Antilles chain that
stretches down from Puerto
Rico to the northern coast of
South America.
Tourists stayed in their
hotels. Residents boarded up
their homes and stores. Small
boats were moved to sheltered
harbors. The airport was
closed.
The governor of Puerto
Rico, Carlos Romero Barcelo,
warned his islanders that
David might hit them, too, and
called his cabinet and key
government officials together




nominee John V. Brown, Jr.,
and other members of the
Democratic ticket for the
general election Nov. 6 will be
in Murray for a "Meet the
Candidates" barbecue and
rally on Saturday evening,
Sept. 8.
Scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
in the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College
Farm (Woad. the rally will
signal the kickoff by
Democrats for the fall cam-
paign in Calloway County,
according to Bill and Mary
Beth Warren, local coor-
dinators of the Brown for
Governor effort.
Members of the Calloway
County Democratic Executive
Committee have worked with
the Brown for Governor
campaign organization in
planning the barbecue and
rally, which will include
bluegrass music. Tickets are
$12 each for adults and $8 each
for college and public school
students.
Appearing with Brown, who
won the Democratic
nomination for governor in the
May primary after a
whirlwind campaign of , less
than two months, will be
Martha Lay ne Collins,
nominee for lieutenant
governor, and other members
of the statewide ticket.
Rounding out the
Democratic slate are the
following nominees: Alben





Drexel! Davis, treasurer; -Dr.
James Graham, auditor; and
Frances Jones Mills,
secretary of state.
"It's a great Democratic
ticket headed by a dynamic
and creative man in John Y.
Brown, Jr.," the Warrens
said. "He has demonstrated
phenomenal business
judgment — and made
millions. Now he is willing to
put that talent to work as
governor to build a broader
economic base that can mean
renewed prosperity for
Kentuckians."
They added that more
details of the program for the
barbecue and rally will be
announced within a few days.
Tickets are available at
Brown for Governor
headquarters at 405 S. 4th St.
in Murray, beginning Thur-
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By NeN y le Shackelford
UK College of Agri.
Now comes September
which in the words of the late
Inaturalist, Hal Borland, is a
"time of pause and slow
transition," a transition
period between summer and
autumn — a situation par-
taking of the characteristics of
both seasons. It is a time
neither old nor new when the
earth is "beautiful as if new-
born with nameless splendor
everywhere, and wild
exhilaration in the air."
In the southern part of the
United States, September is
one of the warmest months,
and even farther north, hot
days are frequent. The nights,
however, are likely to be cool
and there is often more than a
touch of that nostalgic blue
haze that is so remindful of the
campfires of the Indians.
September is always a very
busy time in rural sections for
it is the harvest period for
many crops — the harvesting
of corn, digging of potatoes,
gathering apples, and the
storing away of many items of
produce for the dark days of
winter. As another poet said,
the "tilled earth naked and
yellow from the harvest lies,
the tanned farmers labor
without slack," to store away
the rich fruits of the fields,
gardens, and meadows.
Historians record that in the
calendar of Charlemagne,
that great Frankish soldier,
conqueror of the Saxons and
Lombards, and later Emperor
of Rome, September was the
"harvest month," and it still
bears that name in Swit-
zerland. The Anglo-Saxons
were more specific in their
choice of a name. They called
September the "barley
month."
Reading back into history it
is to be found that down
through the ages many of the
months have undergone
changes in their number of
days, but not September.
Since old Roman times it has
always had 30 days but it
hasn't always been the ninth
month as it is today. Before
Julius Caesar revised the
calendar, it was the seventh
month and its name comes
from the Latin word "septem"
meaning seven. When the
month was shifted in the
Julian calendar from the
seventh to the ninth month,
the name was not changed.
September is the month in
which another summer off-
icially comes to an end—the
autumnal equinox which falls
around or between the 21st
and 22nd days and wherein for
a brief moment of time the
days and the nights are of
equal duration. At this time of
the year there are usually
some turbulent weather
conditions, but because of the
equinox itself as some old
folks used to. believe, but
because the,earth in the Nor-
thern Hemisphere is begin-
ning to cool off and there is a
change in the movement of the
air. The storms, according to
meteorologists, are the result
of the changes in atmospheric
conditions and not of
astronomical relationships.
September is the first of the
"ember" months when
livestock feeding time comes
earlier; when shadows
lengthen earlier across the
land; and when lamplight
shines out sooner at evenings.
It is, indeed, as Helen Hunt
Jackson wrote long ago:
-With summer's best of
weather and autumn's best of
cheer."
Knox County Board To
Meet About Closure Of
School In Protest Wake
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API —
Members of the Knox County
Board of Education were to
meet today concerning the
closure of Gray Elementary
School in the wake of a parent
Elders Brian Blalock of Salt
Lake City, Utah, and Michael
Wicklund of Las Vegas,
Nevada, are the missionaries
currently stationed in Murray
for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints (Mor-
mon). stt
Blalock, son of Blaine and
Carol Blalock of Salt Lake
City, has been a Mormon all
Brian Blalock
his life. A year ago he in-
terrupted his studies at
Brigham Young University to
fulfill a two-year mission for
the church. He plans to con-
tinue his university studies in
1980 when his missionary work
is completed.
Wicklund, son of Kenneth
and Chris Wicklund of Las
Vegas, is a convert to Mor-
Michael Wicklund
monism of less than three
years and was a heavy
-equipment operator before
coming on his mission.
The elder,s, who are living at
• 215 N. 13th St., work under the
direction of President Lloyd
Poeleman of the Tennessee
Nashville Mission.
protest and the filing of
assault charges against a
teacher.
Knox County Superin-
tendent James Hampton said
he ordered the school closed
Tuesday morning due to
"picketing and poor at-
tendance" after some 30
parents and students manned
picket lines.
Four parents filed assault
charges Monday against Tom
Smith, a seventh grade
teacher at the school,
claiming that paddlings had
been administered by Smith
since shortly after school
began Aug. 8.
Smith, 25, was "removed"
from the school, Hampton
said, "for disciplining a
student too harshly" and was
transferred to "the
homebound unit of the school
system."
Hampton said the parents
were also calling for removal
of principal Denver Dinsmore
and other teachers, which he
said was not feasible.
Smith entered a plea of
innocent to charges of third-
'degree assault when he ap-
peared in Knox District Court
Monday before judge Lewis B.
Hopper and was put under
$10,000 unsecured bond
pending a Nov. 21 court ap-
pearance.
One of the parents who
brought the charges, Anna
Lois Hollin, said that for
every multiplication table"
her daughter failed to recite
correctly, "she got six licks"
with a paddle. The parents
claimed that Smith had
whipped every child in his
class, that some students had
been paddled repeatedly and
were coming home with
bruises they claimed were
from the corporal punish-
ment.
Hampton said other charges
of the picketing parents were
not considered genuine. He
said the parents contend the
school that serves 450 children
is not air conditioned and is
poorly heated in the winter.
"We've got six schools that
are not air conditioned and the
Gray school will be warm in
winter," Hampton said. He
noted that the school's furnace
had been rebuilt since last
winter. "We had a heating
problem but we corrected it,"
he said.
TVA CONSERVATION CORPS — ”Heave Ho" was often used by teenagers par-
ticipating in TVA's Youth Conservation Corps this summer. The young people cleared
state and federal public lands, built trails, and cleared up shorelines in many locations.
They completed some community projects at no labor cost to the communities.
Garry MiflOW Photographer
TVA Photo
YOUTH CORPS — Cleaning up shorelines on public lands is one of the many projec-
ts teenagers participating in TVA's Youth Conservation Corps have completed this
summer. For 10 weeks they have worked on conservation-related projects in com-
munities and on state and federal lands such as walkway and trail construction,
cleaning brush from cemeteries, and restoring historic sites.
TEENAGE PARTICIPANTS — Teenagers participating in TVA's Youth Conservation
Corps have completed conservation work projects on state and federal public lands
and in communities. Projects they have completed in many areas, at no labor cost to
the community, includes sidewalk construction (similar to that pictured), brush
clearing, and trail construction.
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If you know cookware, you know Revere ‘Varc
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size jar of Taster's Choice )0".. Freeze-
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Chairman, Animal Scientist Among Five







chairman and a visiting
animal scientiest are among
five new teachers joining the
College of Environmental y
Sciences faculty at Murrar
State University for the 1979-
80 school year.
Dr. Charles E. Kupchella is
the new chairman of the
Department of Biological
-Sciences and succeeds Dr. W.
J. Pitman, who returned to
classroom teaching after
three years in the position.
Kupchella came to Murray
from the University of
Louisville, where lie was an
KASTNING
associate professor of on-
cology and associate director
for administration in the U of
I. Cancer Research Center.
A native of Nanty Glo, Pa.,
lie received his undergraduate
degree in 1964 from Indiana
University of Pennsylvania,
and his doctorate in 1968 from
St. Bonawnture University.
He is president of the
Kentucky Association for
Environmental Education and
a past president of the Ken-
tucky Academy of Science.
The visiting animal
scientiest, on a temporary
assignment with the
university's Department of
Agriculture, is Edward Kris.
A 1976 graduate of Cornell
University and a native of
East Meadow, N. Y., Kris will
receive his master's degree
from the University of Ken-
tucky next spring.
Also on a temporary
assignment with the college is
Joan R. Saxon Mylroie, who
will be an instructor in the
Department of Biological
Sciences. A native of Mid-
dlesex, N. J., and with two
degrees from Syracuse
University in New York, she
will be teaching general
biology and general
microbiology. Her husband,
Dr. John Mylroie, has been a
member of the Murray State
geology faculty for the past
two years.
The remaining two faculty
members are Dr. Kenneth B.
Fairbanks, who will be
teaching in the Department of
Mathematics, and Ernst. H.
Kastning, Jr., who has joined
the Department of Chemistry
and Geology.
A native of Gerry, N. Y.,
Fairbanks earned his un-
dergraduate degree at
Roberts Wesleyan College at
Rochester, N. Y., and both his
master's and doctorate at the
Universitj of Missouri, where
he was a graduate student and
teaching assistant last year.
He will be teachine
niatheniatical statistics.
algebra and trigonometry at
Murray State.
Kastning has come to the
Murray campus from the
University of Texas at Austin
where he has been an
assistant instructor of
geology, and will be teaching
hydrogeology, geochemistry
and physical geology.
He earned his un-
dergraduate degree in 1966 at
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute at Troy, N. Y., his
master's at the University of
Connecticut in 1975 and is in




On Pastures And Alfalfa
F'all arrnyworms, which
plagued many Kentucky corn
producers this summer, are
regrouping for a fall attack on
pastures and new or
established stands of alfalfa.
Chris Christensen,
Extension Entomologist,
advises farmers to treat in-
fested fields before the worms
get larger than one inch long
as they are much easier to
control when smaller.
"If you suspect that fall
armyworms are feeding on
new seedlings of alfalfa or
pasture grasses, check the
field in at least five randomly
selected areas," says
Christensen. "Examine the
foliage and the soil and duff at
the base of the plants for the
presence of the worms in a
12x2 foot area in each field
READING, Pa. AP) - Time
clocks are being used by some
customers to cut electric bills
an average 8 percent, accor-
ding to the local subsidiary of
General Public Utilities Corp.
The utility said use of the
clocks take advantage of low
night rates by shutting off elec-
tric water heaters during week-
day daytime hours, when ener-
gy costs are highest.
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Christensen says that more
than five fall armyworms per




fescue, are also susceptable to
armyworms. "Sevin 50 WP
and various formulations of
chazinon and malathion can be
used for control here," adds
the specialist.
County Extension agents
for agriculture have more in-
formation on controlling
arniyworms, including a list
of insecticides and how to
apply them.
Who has the right
to tell you
what's right?
When most of us were growing up, there was a parent or
guardian who gave us guidance of one sort or another. But we
are grown now and capable of making our own decisions. It's
time to re-evaluate what we have been told is right for us and
wrong for us as individuals.
Only God has the right to pass judgment on our actions. He
alone has the final say(`
If man was created in His image, then it follows that man
has dignity and individuality which must be respected. No one
but God has a right to tell a man what is right for himself
In the Christian Church I Disciples of Christ ) we think that a
person should have the freedom to interpret the Bible in his or
her own way. The church should remain a vehicle for this ex-
pression, not a dictator of it.
We also feel that as long as we are all headed in the right
direction, it doesn't matter which bus we catch. If you haven't
found a bus you're comfortable on, try ours. It leaves every
Sunday at 10:45.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David C Roos, Minister
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Former New York City,
By MARGARET GENTRYin 
Associated Press Writer
• WASHINGTON AP) — Jim
Fyfe is a powerfully built man
-standing well over 6 feet tall.
• He drinks beer and smOkes
cigars and spins out endless
tales of the violence and
pathos and yes, the humor, of
gnforcing the law for 16 years
in New York City.
. Not long ago, Fyfe traded
:his .38-caliber Police Special
. and lieutenant's badge for a
iPh.D. Along the way, he
studied police brutality and
how to curb it.
His conclusions may hold
lessons for many cities
troubled by mounting com-
plaints that police officers
shoot, maim and sometimes
kill citizens in unnecessary
displays of force.
Fyfe found that a policy
,change at the top, made clear
to officers at all levels and
strictly enforced, can
"drastically reduce" the
frequency of police shootings
at citizens.
That sort of policy change is
what the Justice Department
hopes to accomplish with its
unprecedented federal court
suit against the Philadelphia
police department. After
Houston police made policy
changes, Justice Department
officials decided it was un-
necessary to file suit there,
Attorney General Benjamin
Civiletti said recently.
Police critics in Houston and
elsewhere argue that a
restrictive policy alone cannot
wipe out use of unnecessary
force by police. Fyfe agrees
Organizational Meeting
For Scuba Diving Course
Set For Tuesday, Sept. 4
An organizational meeting
for the scuba diving basic
certification course to begin
Sept. 8 'at Murray State
University as . a continuing
education offering is
scheduled at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 4, in Room S104 of the
Applied Science Building.
Classes will meet for four
hours' tn Tuesday evenings
Sept. 11, 18, and 25 and Oct. 2
and Saturday mornings Sept.
8, 15, 22, and 29. They will
begin at 6 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 8 a.m. on Saturdays.
Students will do open water
diving on Saturday. Oct. 6, as
a final requirement of the
course.
Besides national cer-
tification by the Professional
Association of Diving
Instructors, the course also
provides five Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) for
each participant through the
Center for Continuing
Education on the campus.
Instructors will be Ross
Meloan, Jack Lile, and Robert
Jones.
The fee of $85 for the course
covers certification, CEUs,
text and workbook, and the
use of diving tanks, air, and
breathing regulators.
Students supply their own fins,
mask, and snorkel.
Additional details about the
scuba diving course may be
obtained by visiting or
calling: Ross Meloan, Student
Development Office, Ordway
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, telephone r 502) 762-6831.
that the policy must be ac-
companied by a high-level
commitment to punish
violators. Minor penalties,
frequently imposed, may be
more effective than harsh
punishment used more
reluctantly, he observed.
A change to a definite policy
— with a commitment —
occtirred in New York in 1972.
That's when Patrick V.
Murphy was police com-
missioner and imposed a
policy that:
— Reminded officers "to
preserve and protect life
wherever possible."
— Instructed them to em-
ploy "only the minimum
amount of force" necessary to
accomplish a mission.
— Prohibited officers from
firing a gun "where lives of
innocent persons may be
endangered."
— Prohibited firing at a
moving vehicle,
— Stated that officers carry
guns "for personal protection
against persons feloniously
attacking an officer or another
at close range."
Before then, officers had
been guided only by a vague
law allowing shooting to
defend life or to apprehend an
escaping suspect charged with
a serious crime. That is the
tradition in American
The practice of shooting at
fleeing felons has produced
much of the current con-
troversy, particularly when
the suspect turns out to have
been innocent.
The Murphy policy also
required officers to file
lengthy written reports every
time a gun was fired and
appointed high-level police
officials to a Firearms
Discharge Review Board to
judge the propriety of each
shooting.




Fyfe found that 831 officers
were involved in 630 shooting
incidents in 1971. The figures
rose in 1972 to 1,051 officers
and 803 incidents, though
there was a sharp drop toward
the end of the year after the
new policy was imposed.
But in 1973, Fyfe reported,
the numbers dropped to 777
officers involved in 574 in-
cidents. The incidents con-
tinued to fall, so that by 1978,
only 491 officers were engaged
in 372 shootings, and almost
half of these involved shots
fired accidentally and those
fired to kill stray animals.
Fyfe said the type of in-
cidents that declined most
were the'shootings at fleeing
felons.
New York police, of course,
• still face periodic allegations
of unwarranted shootings at
citizens. .
The Justice Department
announced Monday that it had
ordered an investigation into
the police shooting last week
of 26-year-old Luis Baez.
Twenty-four shots were fired,
and 16 hit Baez.
Police say Baez attacked
them with scissors, but wit-
nesses say the shots were not
provoked. Baez had a history
of mental illness.
Nevertheless, such con-
troversies arise less often in
New York than in
Philadelphia, for example,
and other, much smaller
cities. •
In addition, Fyfe said the
statistics rebut the argument
that weapons restrictions
leavve officers vulnerable to
armed criminals.
Fyfe found that the number
of officers injured or killed in
the line of duty also declined
sharply following the policy
change, dropping from a
Policeman Spins Tales
weekly mean of 4.4 to 2.5.
The review board, he said,
has readily punished those
who shoot in violation of the
policy, though the penalties
usually have been no more
severe than loss °Uwe days'
pay •
Fyfe watched the review
process and concluded that
board members were fair, but
the perception  the police
officer has is that they're a
bunch of hatchet men."
Fyfe said he once suggested
to a review board member
that the proceedings be
videotaped and shown to of-
ficers to demonstrate the
fairness. He said the board
member demurred, saying.
"Let them think we're hatchet
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Newspapers Picked As Public Service Finalists
NEW YORK AP, —
Eighteen newspapers have
been selected as finalists in
the 1979 public service com-
petition of the Associated
Press Managing Editors
Association.
They were cited for their
coverage of subjects ranging
from government corruption
to natural disaster.
There are 10 finalists in the
under-5 0,000-circulation
category and 10 finalists in the
over-50,000-circulation
category. One newspaper in
each category has two entries.
The winners will be an-
nounced at the APME con-
vention in Tulsa, Okla., Oct.
16-19.
There were a record 194
entries, up from 120 last year.
Barclay Jameson, chair-
man of the judging committee
and the immediate past
president of APME, an-
nounced the finalists here
Monday.
"The entries were ,ajj im-
pressive collection," Jameson
said. They constructively
detailed many.. problems of our
society and often offered
solutions drawn from many
sources within and outside the
community.
"Many of these news
reports have resulted in ac-
tions by government or
private concerns to either
eliminate harmful practices
or to improve substandard
products.
"Equally impressive was
the amount of time, space and
staff even the smallest
newspapers devoted to their
projects."
Finalists in the under-50,000
category are, in alphabetical
order:
—Columbia, Mo., Daily
Tribune, profile of a young
convict and his life in prison.
—Columbia, Mo., Daily
Tribune, answers to questions
about health and the future
given residents of a small









(AP) — Actor Art Carney has
been transferred to the in-
tensive care unit of Middlesex
Memorial Hospital for ob-
servation of several ailments
including chest pain, his
physician says.
Carney, 60, was admitted to
the hospital Thursday after
complaining of a variety of
symptoms. He was tran-
sferred to the intensive care
unit Monday after he had
arrhythrnias, or irregular
heartbeats, and some chest
pain, according to Dr. Roger
W. Cyrus.
"He was really kind of
exhausted," Cyrus said. -He's
been working hard for at least
a year on one film after the
other. He's not a young man.
He's been burning the candle
at both ends."
Recently, Carney has been
working in Las Vegas on a
film called "Going in Style,"





changes in the black com-
munity 25 years after school
desegregation.
—Hot Springs, Ark., Sen-
tinel-Record, investigation
into a drowning results in
changes in the state medical
examiner's office. •
—Kingston, Ontario, Whig-




—Oak Ridge, Tenn., Oak





"BOSTON (AP) — Boston
Symphony Orchestra Musical
Director Seiji Ozawa has
apologized for frequent ab-
sences, telling members of the
orchestra, "I want to be with
you.,,
Ozawa, who has been
criticized for absenteeism and
globetrotting, made the
promise last Thursday at a
dinner party he gave for or-
chestra members in Salzburg,
Austria, according to the
Boston Globe.
The 43-year-old conductor,
who is leading the orchestra
on a European tour, said he
often left Boston to conduct
opera, which he had been
unable to study as a music
student in Japan.
"I thought I was the famous
conductor, going from city to
city," he said. "No more. I
want to be with you. I hope you
can help me."
Orchestra members
cheered and clapped when
Ozawa finishl speaking.
national event — the Three
Mile Island nuclear accident.
—Peru, Ind., Daily Tribune,
evaluation of local school
districts and the quality of
education.
— Pottsville, Pa . ,
Republican, detailing years of
effort by retired coal miners





to help victims of the "terrible
Tuesday" tornado.
Finalists in the over-50,000
category are:
—Charlotte, NC,, Observer
review of the econornicall
important tobacco industry
with the resulting healtt,
problems leads to suggestea
solutions to protect the publn
without destroying the
economy.
—Chicago Sun-Times, a look
at the quality of care at
abortion clinics found bott,
unsafe and unethical medical
practices, with the state
taking action to crack down on
abuses.
—Chicago Tribune, an in
into prescription.
drug pill peddlers results in
state action tightening the




eit y Times, a series on
drunken drivers and
inequitable court action is
followed by a daily log of cases
and their dispositions.
—Fort Myers, Fla., News-
Press, a detailed look at a
black community within the
city results in improvements
-in services to the citizens and
reforms in institutions serving
them.
—Miami Herald, revelation
of fraud in the high-cost, low-
benefit Florida workmen's
compenoation insurance
system results in a new law
that aids the seriously injured
but denies windfall payments
for minor injuries.
—Miami Herald, an account
of how dangerous doctors —
the alcoholics, addicts and
incompetents — keep their
licenses results in reform of
disciplinary procedures for all
professional boards in the
state.
—Nashville Tennessean, a
look at industrial life . in-
surance sales abuses results
in legislative action to im-
prove benefits.
—Norfolk, Va., Ledger-Star,
an investigation into the state
purchasing division exposes
the first scandal in Virginia in
state government since the
1890s.
—Philadelphia Inquirer,
rumors of padded legislative
payrolls and secret campaign
contributions turned out to be
true, with news coverage
resulting in reforms in elec-
tions and ethics codes as well
as defeat and indictment of
officials.
The five judges of the
contest are all past APME
presidents. In addition to
Jameson, who is editor of the
El Paso Times, they were:
John heard, executive editor
of the Richmond, Va., Tunes.
Dispatch and News Leader;
Larry Jinks, editor of the San
Jose, Calif., Mercury and
News; Wendell Phillippi,
managing editor of the
Indianapolis News; and
Rithard Smyser, editor of the
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Oak
Ridger, who excused himself
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Homerooms Announced For Calloway Middle
The following ts • list of homerooms
or seventh and eighth graders, actor-
ling to Roy Cothran, principal of
011oway County Middle School
North Gallows,
7A NORTH — Homeroom lett
Teaceer-titelissa Ames — Tracy Adams,
JLMITly Barnett, Anthony Barron,
Gregory Buren, Glenda Buoy. Naomi
Bus-keen, '..siene Collie, Dalesa Diu-neLl,
Livonia Darnell, Tracy Dunn, Mitchell
Ford, Jana Hopkins, Chad Hughes, Mol-
ly lines, Rebecca Junes, John Maness,
Arlene McDaruel, Lyle Newsom. John
Paschall, Larry Pea, Laura Riley. Nora
Rule, Timmy Stalls, Angela Snyder,
Rodney Tebbetts, Rodney Tucker,
Angela Usher, Roy Wade, Christina
Brown
-'7$ NORTH — Homerooms le;
Teacher-Llada Feltaer- Laura Lynn
Arnold, Clint Barrow, Mark Baud,
hourly Bessent, Tony Bogard, Jackie
Brandon, Ricky Chadwick, Tanya Cal-
tins, Dams Crick, Patricia Duncan, Lao
Dunning, tdisabeth Elkins, Ronald Fry,
Deanna Garland, Sham Hasty, Deborah
Ingrain, William Lamb, Jamie Mildr,
Sharon Montgomery, James Nanne,.
Weride (Janus, Lane Parker, Lisa
Robinson, Ronand Rogers, Mike
Sanders, Angie Shawve; Robert
Stephens, Deborah Therrien, Andrea
Thornton, Era Wadkins, Jennifer Bell
7C NORTH - lbaierossu
Teacher - Patricia Albrities — Tud
Baker, Angela Balentaie, Tonothy
Bartell, !tacky Boggess, Theresa
Burgess, Ida Crouse, Melissa Crouse,
Ten Dennis. Tina Edwards, Vicki Ed-
wards, Teresa Eldridge, William
Feckley, Lonna* Hill, Use Hopper,
William Johnston, James Keeling,
Angela Menu, Michelle Marine, Carma
Newsome, Ernie O'Bryan, Rory Pear-
son, John Mark Potts, Eric Roberts,
Wade Rogers, Lead Sheppard, Kns
Starks, Laura Stone, Don Walker. Jana
Williams, Jan Young
SA NORTH - Homeroom 110; Touter-
Patricia Lasalter — Kevin Adams,
Darlene Acuff Ttrruny Belcher, Lavon-
da Burkeen, Charles Cathey, Tummy
Cathey,
Teresa Chadwick, Alestua Cunn-
ingham, David Cwimnsharn, Rhonda
Eldndge, Jeffrey Eldndge, Stephen
Emerson,
Frederic Stephen French, Terry Has-
ty, Jeffrey Harris, Steve Jeffrey, Gary
Haws, Karen Ingram,
James Lamb, Eddie Miller, Tamers
Miller, Mylinde Mitchell, John Warren
Nix, Kerry Oakley,
Yvonne Pritchett, Danny Pruitt, Joe
Pntchett, Walter Smith, Michael
siocxwen, Russell Turner, •
Jennifer Underhill, Mary Paschall.
Rhonda Wadlun.s. Shen Wildey, Lase
W tllionson
1B NORTH • Homeroom la: Teacher-
Smear Knight — Todd Allbritton, Ken-
neth &melt, Kenny Bridges, ban
Burkeen, Tracy Burkeen.
Teresa Cand, Jenne Chnstenberry ,
Tracy Curd, Kelly Dewitt, Jerome Dial
Randall Duncan, Phillip Elkins, Craig
Garland, Greg Garland, Paul Heater,
Martha Hester, Raymond Kern,
Nickd Kirkland, Toys Kirk, Cynthia
Hughes,
Randall Lamb, Sherri Mills, Teresa
Parker, Jimmy Parrish, Marvin Patter
son,
Dorothy Paschall, Teresa Perm,
Mane Puckett, Frantic Rios, Amy
Schroeder,
Betty Thompson, Dwayne Thorn,
Dwain McClard, Mart Williams, Kelly
Dewitt
SC NORTH - Homeroom lb; Teacher'
Rebecca Miler — Linda Baker, Kenneth
.irown, Jeralee Burnett, Renee Butler,
Crystal Cooper, Kenn Connor, Cathy
Crass, Robert Dial, Charles Duncan,
Kenneth Duncan, Greg Gilson, David
Grady Bradley Haley, Lon Holl-
uigsworth,
Mark Houk, Robert Jeffrey, Stephen
Junes, Kevin Lamb, Bruce Lamb,
DOCl/11. Mathis, Brenda Patterson,
Nathan Pntchett, Debra Ramsey,
Angela Roach,
Melissa Sheppard, Cathy Swath, Mark
Thorn, Judy Tucker. &ascii Usher.
A.ntrion Vaughan, Allen Wadkins,
Paula Warren, Lewis Williams, Lam
Wilson
Southwest Calloway
IA Heasereein BM, Teacher -Betty
Hassell — Debbie Atiant.s, Jimmy
Adams, Tammy Belcher. Shame Coles,
Keith Crouch,
Ed Crutchfield, Emily Dunn, Can&
Glass, Kim Green, Makol Grimes,
Genny Hale John Hassell, Charles
Holmes, Jeffery Kenyon, Bobby Lamb,
Tem "alcolm, Gaye Martin, Andrea
Neste t • , Carrie Paschall, Dwane
Paschall,
Chris Prichard, Anthony Robinson,
Sharon Thompson, Kathy Turner,
Mark Waldrop Sham West, Stacy
Rued, Michael Parks Brian LAP11116
TB Homeroom Ill, Teacher Elizabeth
Dotards - Linda Ahan, Mart Arnett,
Amy Bryan, Sandra Gook, Kevin
Crawford,
Jon Driver, Rita Elkins, Danny Goode,
Donnie Grace, Shen Groves,
Jennifer Hardin Melissa Herndon.
Drad Kenyon, Jennifer Kirk, Jody
Lambert,
Christy Nance, Mike Orr Kerry
Outland, Melissa Paschall, Relic Proc-
tor,
Angels Reeder Joe Seavers, Hope
Sampson, Donnie Tudley, Brat Waugh,
Fran Wcoect, James Young, Char
'name Waddell, Angela Jackson
SA Homeroom He, Teacart. Maras
O'Rourke — Shelia Alexander, Steve
Adams, Tula Boyd, Steven Brandon,
Mark Cooper, Charles Deering, 
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SAUCE sock hr 59e
US No. 1 Al Purpose Michigan Paula
RED
APPLES 3 LI:lo 994
Calfersia
RED
Western Grown Jumbo Yellow
SUCING A un. $4
ONIONS 'IT FOR I
Select Your Own California
Greg Douglas, Micah Edwards, Shan-
non Ford, Roger Gallunore Marcelo
Hairs, Kinds Her,
Ricky Holt, Bonnie Hutchens, Joni)
Jones, Lon Manning, Melina Maruung,
Rhonda McAlister , Tammy McClure,
Hal Orr, Tommy Orr. Donna Raspberry.
Jennifer Rice, Kenneth Shelton, Jon-
my *settling, Lon Stelle, Chris Taylor,
Renee Taylor,
Randy Tidwell, Lartioncts Vanwicitler,
Richard Watkins, Tim Williams, Jenny
Winchester. , Brad Brelsford, Mark
Wood,
LB Homeroom 104; Teacher Dana
Foley — Candy Anderson, Beverly
Blakely, Billy Collins, Tuna Cooper,
Brenda Crittenden, Jeff Dowdy,
Danny Fleming, Shelly Frtstoe, Lynda
Guthrie. Gary Ha n e ltn e , Sandra
Hensley, Betty Hutchens,
Denny Jones, Mike Lomb, Kari Lar-
son, Bryan Mason, Joe McGehee,
Karla *Wheel, Vonda Murdock,
U.S. Pk 1 Ilsedises anowa
* per owe)(Sol
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Jamas Paschall. Tommy Pntchett
Melissa Richardson. Chris Sheridan,
Jaen is* Lee Stacey, Leland Sate-
ly , Terry Thomas, Eddie Trans, Tam
my Trros .
Mark Wilkerson, Dann Wilson, Lon
Windsor, Wade Melton, Carol Hurst
East Galhoway
7A Homeroom 111A: Teacher Rill
Miller- Tony Lovett, Ashley Miller
Marain Muir Sabruie Myers,
Molina Norsworthy, Jun Setting, Brad
Skinner, Tammy Thomas,
Kim Garland, Jeanette Geunn, Joan-
na Herndon, Rhonda Jones.
Kandy Baker. Vickie Bogard, Tin..
Boyd, Jeff Brewer,
Darren Brantley, Jan Column, Chris
Evans, Susan Elkins, Nicole Fravel,
Danny Falwell.
7B Houseroom 1.11; Teacher Petaled
Selber — Karen Adams, Greg Baker,
Mark Hale, Chris Birdsong, Jackie Hut.
riling,
Glen Brandon, Johnny Burkeen,
Dwayne Colson, Martian (Tart, Leanne
Key, Jeff Cullop,
Evelyn Echnsuison, Carol AfcLain. Joe
Dale Curd, Tina Fox, Michael Geurin,
Bobby Perry, Tammy Grogan, Karen
Tolley, John Rhodes, Roger Hale, Use
Rogers,
Lisa Gardner, Kim Hatcher, Daniel
Shipley, Jesse Harton,
Steve Swift, Jerry Green, Jimlny
Kenunerzell, Leanne Underhill, 'Terry
Walker, Debby Wyatt.
7C Homeroom 1111; Teacher Wilda
Purdom — Dawn Hale, Cheryl Hicks,
Randy Calhoun, Gall Birdsong, Michael
James,
Less Jones, John Kelso, Kim Kern-
merzell, Barry Knight, Laurie Downty,
Danny Lamb, Lola Long, Latin
McKinney, Clay Perkins, Melont
Futrell,
Teresa Pndernore, Mike Roberbon,
Kim Braise, Larry Salmon,
Chris Satterwhite, Ftachael Garland,
Betty Garner, Renee Taylor,
Michelle Hounahell, Lidda Turley,
Hope Grogan, Terry Underhill, Kathy
Wiendo, Michelle Willoughby, Loh Yar-
borough.
SC Homeroom IN; Teacher Linda Pat-
teme — Richard Dowdy, Amanda
Miller, Daysha Smith, Bill Chaney, Jul
Childress, Judy Daniels,
Wayne Dunn, Russell Evans, Larry
Gooch, Eva Jarrett, Jay Herndon, Tam-
my Lusk, Ray Tolley, Lisa Chaney.
SB Homeroom lee; Teacher W. T. Pat-
terson - Darrell liars-us, Keith Hopkins,
Angie Houston. Tammy Jones, Amy Mc'
Cage,
Tint McCoy, Darrel Morris, Charles
Parrish, Toy Parrish, Angie Roseberry,
Jeff Scarbrough. Bill Tolley, Sam
Martin, Lisa Allen, Jennifer Cochran,
Jimmy Barrow, Kim Byrne, Tim
Blake, Shannon Gardner, Carla Bates
Beth Hooks, Mike Jones, Kenny
Kingins, Ricky McKinney,
Tina Overby, Steve Markle, Carli Mor-
rison, Charles Turley.
SA Homeroom lel; Teacher Mac
Coleman— Dewanna , Harris, Alan
Houston, Virginia Hounshell, Terry
Jones, Angela Marshall, Shelia Mc-
Clure,
Gerald McCuiston, Mark McCuiston,
Michelle Miller, Michelle Webb, Lori
Morgan,
Steve Parrish, Richie Rowland, Mark
Russell, Dennis Sheppard, Theresa
Smith, Jenrut Swift, Danny Welsh, Karen
Christy Arnold, Mark Barrow, Herlie
Chadwick, Eugene Collins, Lyvette Dun-
can,. Donna Flood, David Garland, Kevin
Garner, Lisa Myers.
These students are to repsrt






(AP) — A Prestonsburg man
has been charged with first
degree assault in connection
with the shooting of a city
police officer during a search
for alleged bootlegging ac-
tivity, police said.
Officer Keith Lawson, 33,
was reported in serious
condition early today at
Highlands Regional Medical
Center near here after
surgery. He had been shot in
the back by a .38-caliber
revolver, according to
Trooper Keith Scott of the
Kentucky State Police post at
Pikeville.
Charged in connection with
the shooting was Robert Craft
Sr., no age available. He was
being held in lieu of bond in the
Floyd County jail.
Scott said that Lawson and
three other officers were
conducting a search into. an
alleged bootlegging operation.
Lawson had just opened a







Hussein has granted amnesty
to hundreds of political
prisoners in an apparent bid to
boost his popularity after a
period of treason trials acd
executions, a Beirut
newspaper says.
The paper, An Nahar,
reported from the Iraqi
capital of Baghdad that more




-heralding a, relaxation of
grim security conditions"
following the' recent execution
of 21 alleged anti-Hussein
plotters.
The paper described the
atmosphere of "rejoicing and
expectation" among scores of
parents and wives who
awaited the release of
relatives from the Abu Gharib
Jail, on the outskirts of attip,h-
dad.
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141frartit  0 19. Farm Equipment
Wanted to Duy standing
timber, top p, :es paid 489
2334 
15. Articles For Sale
Maple bed, my its framed and
unframed, anc pictures May
be seen at 16t3 Ryan Avenue
from 9 am til 6 Ati.
Two glass show ases and one 5
shelve counte display case
$85 each. Ca 474-8897 or
474-2774 
16. Home Furnishings 
Baby Bed anc mattress, ex-
cellent condit in, $25 Call
753-7650 between 4 p.m. and
8 p m
Duncan Phy.- buffet 3
bedroom suit-s one with
Canopy, twin peds and end
tables Call 75 3615
For sale 3 •Jlece bedroom
suite. Paul BAyun style. 6
months old, $1100 or assume
payments Call 753-4919 after
6 pm. 
French Provin ,al style chair
and table. Ca Jackie Stub-
blefield. 753-5'6'2
German oval rung table, 84
inches long, 2 .aptain chairs, 4
straight chairs velvet covered.
$500. Phone 759-1757 
New electric stcte, kitchen set,
couch and char, end tables.
and coffee table 436-2743 
Twin beds and mattress. can
be bunked. Alsc 6 needlepoint
dining chairs. 753-4783 after 5
pm.
Twin beds w .1 new mat-
tresses Call 753 )996
Wicker furnituN for sale Love
seat, 2 match -g chairs and
coffee table, $35. Has never
been used. Call .53-3934 from
730-5.30. Broos Bus Line or
753-05'37 after pm. 
Zenith stereo :insole, hide-a-
bed couch; rocir recliner and
wall hugger ret ner, all in ex-
cellent condo n Call 753-
5251 or 753-66:i.
17-3i-cuum Cleaners
John Deere 45 combine, good
condition Call 436-2316 
20. Sports Equipment 
Model 12 Winchester Call 437-
4198 
22. Musical
Classical guitar lessons quality
lessons for the sincere
Guitarist Chuck's Music Store
Clarinet, only a year old, $130
Phone 753-9345 or 753-9796
For sale Gibson Lespaul Stan-
dard, 2 months old. phone
753-5865. days.
Spinet Piano used like new Us-
ed console and grand pianos
Practice pianos New Baldwin
pianos and organs Lonardo
Piano Company across from
the post office, Paris, Ten-
nessee
Signet trumpet, all accessories
included See at 805- Vine
Street or call 753-5110
Used console stereo. $35. Com-
ponent sets, $15. Also 19 inch
color t.v. and one year old con-









For foctory our,orized parts,
soles, and sir.' Le coil (901)
642-7619. Loc-ted at 102
W. Washingt,r St., Court
Square, Paris
19. Farm Equipment
1974 Case backhoe 580-B
1967 Chevrolet gravel truck.
Call 376-2768 after 5 pm.
Four row corn saver for narrow
row header Call after 5:30 pm.
382-2294 
Farmall C belly mower,
plow, disc . ,itivator, mower.
drill. $1803  'in. 498-8234.
4. Miscellaneous
Brick Layers! Acid for cleaning
brick. 1 gallon $2, 10 gallons
or more $1.75. 153-6041
Dune Buggy with 1835 VW
engine, good condition Call
489-2570 
26. TV-Radio
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2
t.v.s and one stereo. Works
perfect with warranty Selling
at large discount. Clayton's-1 &
B Music, Dixieland Center.
Repossesed 25 inch color t. v.
Take up monthly payment. War-
ranty I & B Music, 753-7575
Slack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75 492-
8834.
Wanted. 100 used t.v.s b-w or
color. Will give $50, $100. or
up to $200 on trade in for a
Magnavox touch tune t.v. Bring
it in at Clayton's-1 & B
Dixieland Center, Murray, KY.
Yamaha 30 watts per channel
receiver, 2 years old Call 753-
4963 -
WI+i SHOULD
HE BUY A I INDEED?
FI5H1N6 LICIN5E?
• YOu JUST GAVE IT
ALLin ME-- UA-IAT molizE
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IN THE CALLOWAY COMITY
FISCAL (OUT
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF GIL HOPSON
FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD UNDER
KFtS 178.070 IN EASTERN CALLOWAY COUNTY,
KENTUCKY
INITKE
The fiscal Court of Calloway County now has
under consideration the petition of Gil Hopson to
discontinue and abandon a portion of a road which is
described as follows, to-wit:
The portion of Thornton Drive beginning at
the east driveway of the Eastwood Baptist
Church; thence Southeast 150 feet to the in-
tersection of Thornton Drive with Maplewood
Drive.
the public is hereby notified that such permission
wilrbe granted and proper orders entered if no ob-
jection to this petition is filed with the County
Judge/Executive of Calloway County, Kentucky, on
or before the 1st day of October, 1979.









1 mire south Highway
121
753-2287










Come On By or
Call 753-3315





































Meor tope Looking to
Jesus 751 1414 or
Children 6 Story abort Jews,
759-4445
Free Store. 759-4600.
Now open' North Hills Park
Minature Golf. Hours, 1 pm til
9 pm. 7 days a week. 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641.






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, tors antiques,
business overflows, etc.
Phone 753-7618 after 500
p.m.
6. Help Wanted
Law office opportunity. Re-
quires office experience, short
hand or speed writing skills,
typing skills, some bookkeep-
ing, some knowledge of office
machines and a desire to learn.
Need not apply without above.
Resume to P.O. Box 32 G, Mur-
ray, KY.
We the sisters of Gerald
Waldrop wish to thank everyone
who has helped Gerald over a
period of many years These
words of thanks are overdue for
many who are always ready to
give him a helping hand, and
we cannot express the over-
whelming graditude that is in
our hearts for the many acts of
generosity and love.
We feel that God must hold
Gerald in the hollow of his
hand as he travels the streets
of Murray and in the congested
traffic around the University.
Only once has he been struck
).y a Car,
A special thanks go to all
those involved in the building
of a new workshop for Gerald.
He had really outgrown the old
building. but he wasn't aware
of the fact that others had
noted this and wanted to do
something about it. We don't
know all who are involved in
this work, but we understand
that John Dales Sunday School
class at the Seventh and Poplar
Street Church of Christ con-
ceived the idea, and that Jim
Shultz. Bud Gibbs and Bob
Miller have led in the work.
We hesitate to name groups
or individuals who have been
so much help to Gerald over
the years but feel we must
mention some others., the
University Workshop, the Lion's
Club, the entire congregation
at University Church of Christ,
and individually, Orpha and
Keys Keel, Rachel and Robert
Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. W.H.
Brooks and Tommy Taylor. Mr.
and Mrs. lames Washer, Mr.
and Mrs. James Rogers. his
neighbors who worry if they
don't see him going in and out
and check to be sure he is
alright.
Gerald lives alone since our
Mother died four years ago,
and without the care and help
of you good people he could
not stay alone. We both live
away and can't be with him
and help him as we would like
to do.
We pray that God will bless
each of you in a special way as
you help one of His special
children.
Louise Tucker and Inez Edwards
(Gerald's Sisters) 
5. Lost and Found 
Lost on Highway 94. scaffol
pieces and chain saw. between
Murray and Fulton Reward of-
fered' Call 472-9098
6. Help Wanted --
Commercial Fisherman, top pay
year round, no fair weather
men please Watson's Fish
Market, 759-1208. 
Full time babysitter needed for
two small children. If in-
erested call 753-0839 or after
6 pm 753-5287.
6. Help  Wanted 
Housewives, build a career
around your family,
demonstrate a new beautiful
product on a fun party plan
High commission, $10 per
hour Be your own boss, set
your own hours, no territorys,
no cash Investment. no
delivery. Princess House, in
terested call 328-8051 or 623-
E380
L.P.N to work full time in doc-
tor's office. Position requires
working with small children
and adults and learning to per-
form basic lab test. Experience
preferred but not required.
Send resume to P 0 Box 32 1.
Murray, KY 42071 
Male production help, above
30 years old permanant place
in mixing room Apply in per-
son Kentucky Candy Company,
Alma.
Need elderly lady to live-in and
share home Call 753-0274 
Need babysitter for toddlers in
my _home. 730 til 1130 am. 3
or 4 days per week. 753-9963. 
Service Station attendant, part
time, 1 til 6, Monday through
Friday. Apply in person. Ken-
tucky Lake Oil Co.. 753-1323
Taking applications for cooks
Apply in person .Triangle Inn,
So. 12th Street 
9. Situation Wanted






ready to wear store in
Northwest middle
Tennessee. Remodel-
ed and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
Children's Retail
Business, Box 593, St.
Bethlehem, TN 37155.
Jewels by Park Lane, now hir-
ing manager's in Murray and
surrounding areas. No invest-
ment. Call 753-0957
11. Instructions
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gym-
nastics Call 153-4641 
Frivate piano instructor will
give private piano lessons
beginning in September B.S.
degree in music and 6 years ex-
perience in private teaching
Will teach adults and children
Call 753-6040
14. Want To Buy
Wedding bands. $5: class and
fraternity rings, $10 for ladies.
$15 for mens. Prompt pay-
ment. Mail to Carl Wallace.
Rt.4, Box 2501C. Benton, KY
42025
HE ISN'T ALLCVED TO
VOTE NOR ENTER THE
AvERAGE HOTEL LOBE3'(...












14E 15 DENIED THE PRACTCE
OF LAW AND MEDICINE,
AND THE SCRIPTURES SPEAK
POORLY Of MIS KIND!
-7(





crc>.A NOW ON, I'M
HANC>LING ALLThE MONEY
_
THAT DEATHS HEAD ON
TORPFDaP JAW WHERE
















COME OF F „
NOTICE
EXAMINATION TO RI HELD TO FILL A VACANCY IN A
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Health Department for the classification of Clerk
Typist II. Minimum requirements for this position
are as follows:
-Graduation from high school, including or sup-
plemented by a course in typing. Minimum of one
year experience is also required.
The beginning salary is $2.68 per hour. Persons in-
terested in taking this examination can obtain fur-
ther details and an application blank from the
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
Street, Murray, Ky.,
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department office on or before
September 5, 1979.
I if 1Sh to thank all my friends for
their cards, letters, visits and prayers
during my recent hospitalization in the
Cooper Green Hospital and the
lnirersity of Alabama Medical Center
for open heart stirgem
Gu v Billington
-agar
OZARIC LOG HOMES, INC.
r Log Home "PRICE" People Suggest
mid your home and save two ways. 
1. Buy your log home package from the
log home "PR._Kr! people. Compare
our prices and "Save."
2. Build your own, simple to construct
OZARK Log Hope and SaYe two ways.
BEAUTY AND QUALITY
"PRICE" Say it all.
Come By And
See Our Display
wy. 121 By-Pass, Murray, Ky.
Or send $3.00
for our brochure of
- Low Priced Beautiful
Log Homes
FOR RESULTS
27. Mobile Home Sales
Approximately v acre lot with
1963 Dupe mobile home,
1060 Both for $3.000 753-
8127 .
1973 12x70 Citation, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths. washer
dryer hookup, all electric,
carpet throughout, extra shelv-
ing and other improvements, 1
air conditioner. good shape For
information call 753-6204
1975 Double wide on 2 acre
lot central air, well and large
garage located in Kirksey




vice Call Bill at 767-2607 
Quarter horse and tack After 5
pm call 354-8995
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered berman pup-
pies, 8 weeks old Call 355-
2896 
Black and silver German
Shepherd puppies, full blood-
ed $25 each. Call 435-4481
One year old Pointers. 2 males,
1  female. 498-8234 
40. Produce
Purple hull peas and sweet
corn for sale Call 753-0463
Double wide trailer, 24x54, 3
bedrooms and 2 baths, 2 acres
of land, 24x24 shop and other
out buildings good well Call
753-0714
For sale: 1969 mobile home.
12 X 58, 2 bedroom, lots of ex-
tras. Call 492-8325 after 5 pm.
1978 Mobile home 12x52 2
bedroom 753-4006
1973 Mobile home 12x65, un-
furnished all gas $5000 Call
489-2498
1971 Mobile home 12x60. par-
tially furnished Of unfurnished
electric baseboard heat or gas
heat, good condition, newly
carpeted Call North Graves
County number 623-8839
12 X 60 Mobile home, 2
bedroom, washer-dryer, new
carpet, fully furnished, gas
heat Located in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455
after 5 pm.
28--; Mob. Home Rents
Mobile home lots for rent in
Apple Valley. 3 miles south of
Murray on 641 Call 753-0364
or 753-3455 after 5 pm
Three bedroom, fully carpeted,
central heat and air, new fur-
niture, near University. 753-
5209
Two bedroom, water and gar-
bage pickup furnished, all elec-
tric, one mile from city limits
No pets Phone 753-5405 after
6 pm 
31. Want To Rent









Nice apartment for 3
college girls or boys.






Apartments on Kentucky fake
one or two bedroom, furnished.
unfurnished, utilities included
Call 362-8015
Duplex for rent, 2 bedroom
Call 753-9240 8 until 5
Efficiency apartment, 104
Williams. May be seen after
4:30 pm
Efficiency apartment for girls
only, $75 per month, on Col-
dwater road. Call 1-247-3946.
For rent furnished apartment
in New Concord $80 a month
Call 436-2427
For rent trailer and furnished
apartment on lake waterfront
lot Call 436-2427
New duplex apartment for
rent located behind AMC
dealer on 641 Call 753-7476
or 753-2437
One and two bedroom apart
merits for rent One block from
University. Call 753-2649 or
753-5791
33. Rooms for Rent
For college students, boys only.
furnished with kitchen
facilities and private entrance
Call 436-5479
Rooms for rent, kt block from
University, furnished, has inter-
national atmosphere. 759-
1064. 
34. Houses For Rent
For rent 3 bedroom house in
country. $225 per month plus
deposit Call 247-6179
For rent in city. 4 bedroom, 2
bath frame house Double lot
garden space $175 per month
$100 deposit required Call
753-5561
Small one bedroom furnished
house, ideal for one person
$100 per month Call 153-
6973






Watermelons ready Friday at
noon. August 24th Call 642-
4439. Pete Valentine. 
41. Public Sale
Garage sale, 1506 Chaucer, Fri-
day and Saturday. Household
items, toys, clothing, bicycle,
needlepoint canvas, furniture,
and so forth
Garage Sale Saturday Sept.
1st, 1611 Belmont. Lawn
mower ice cream freezer, lug-
gage, several size 12 white
uniform pantsuits and lab
coats, children's clothes and
many other good buys.
Yard sale, Thursday and Friday,
8 am til 5 pm, 312 North 6th
Clothing nic-nacs etc Incase
Of rain will be held following
week
43. Real Estate
Extra income plus on ideal
home con be yours with a pur-
chase of this 4 bedroom brick
home with control Mat and
air Has 2 bedroom apartment
on lower level and also 2









A large family's delight' 4
bedroom, living room, dining
room, family room, and large
game room and walk-out base-
ment. Located in Canterbury
Reduced to upper $70's Call






County living with city
convenience in this 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on two acres at
the edge of Murray.
This home has modern
appliances, central




opens onto large red-
wood deck shaded by
.„,oak tree. Add to all
this a full basement
featuring recreation
room with fireplace
and 2 bedroom apart-
ment presently rented







New listings Good loca-
tion Building with 1800
shop, overhead door, loading
dock and space for offices
Total of approximately 1600
sq.ft .Also shop outside of city
limits on approximately I acre
with gas heat Reasonably pric-
ed Dial 753-1492_ .Offered by
Loretta lobs Realtors.
Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer, nice size lot Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin. KY about 10 miles
east of Murray All have good
building sites This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates We also have several lake
area homes for sale John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Street, Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531
Excellent location gives this 6
acre tract good potential for
highway business Has 4
storage buildings and a good 3
bedroom frame home. Priced
to sell in the low $30's. Call
Guy Spann Realty 753-7724.
For sale cleanup and body
shop Stadium View Drive Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
Garden Courtyard' Creative
landscaping and imaginative
planning have made this char
ming 4 bedroom, 24.2 bath
home completely unique' PRA
lots of extra features Call 753
1492 for your private show




water and sewer Priced from
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451
Three bedroom cedar cabin,
Panorama Shores. with
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.
E OFFER
Who sez you can't find
a bargain anymore'
The discerning buyer
will appreciate the in-
come from this coun-
try store which gross-
ed 858,000 in 1978.
Plenty of room for ex-
pansion. Can add a
line of feed, seed or
fertilizer. Has gas
pumps. Only store in
area. Prosperous com-
munity. Add to this a
12x65 mobile home
with central heat and
you have living
quarters. Priced in the
$30's for the package.
Owner wants an offer.
Pbone Kopperud Real-
ty 753-1222. We make
buying and selling
Real Estate easy for
you.
10. New and Used 4 /0i„,oet0 Farm Equipment (ler
SIZI?AUCTION
Friday, Sept. 7
Starting 1 1:00 a.m.
Located 3 miles from Paris Landing State Park on Hwy.119 and 121, 1 mile from Term. and Ky. State line onthe Tenn. side next to Hickory Hill Grocery.






Gary S. Beecham and Son Auctioneers
Lk. No. 471 and 89A
Phone: 901-642-0919






























LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. Real Estate
Purdom & Ihurman

















Elec. heat. All new
wiring and plumbing.
A terrific buy at 29,900.
King Sized
Family Home
Need a big home on a
quiet street with some
shade? See this new 4
bedroom, 3 bath home























a very neat, well kept




this one. 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for all your real
estate needs.
Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
den with fireplace, fenced in
yard, city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Welcome to 505 Whitnell!
Come on over you'll like the
convenient location. Near the
shopping center, branch banks.
groceries. 3 bedroom brick and
wood home. large fireplace in
living room...Call 753-1492 for










Three bedroom, living room,
seperate dining room, den with'
fireplace, kitchen with all
built-ins, in county Call Put-
dom & Thurman 753-4451
Georgeous lakeview
home. Everything
goes with this 3 BR, 2
bath home in Pine
Bluff Shores. °wrier




located on 3 lots. Ask-







WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
Here it is An older home in the country with IL-2
acres. In addition to the first floor there are 2
bedrooms upstairs and a full basement. 'Outside
storage includes a 7x9 34 concrete block building
with cement floor and wired for electricity. Also
a 12x26 frame building with electricity, water
and a wood burning stove. The 1"2 acres offers
apple trees, peach trees, a strawberry patch and
lots of good garden space. Reduced to $35,000.
4 Plex with attached 3 bedroom home. Good loca-
tion. An ideal way to have a home and let your




Excellent 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath home in rustic set-
ting near Ky. Lake. On extra large lot with ad-
ditional lots available, central heat and air with
fireplace thermostat connections. Not pictured is
a 12128 brick workshop with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well below replacement cost.
Think you can't afford to buy? Upstairs apart-
ment can be rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for children and pets. Asking
$40,000, 1316 Poplar.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
641 North across from Boston Tea Part
Phone 753-7411 Around tile Clock
OR CAR
'5)5 101.0110 /IV 4W ,',),S. Rot.: TAU NT 7319544
()1U ANSI Plilt*OT 151,68.41 FOUNION 7i1 19)6
Waterfront year round lake
homes. Choose either of these
large lakefront homes for a
solid investment and year
around enjoyment of water-
front living. Both homes have
their own boat dock as well as
many other desirable features
For more details on location,
call Guy Spann Realty 153-
7724
Excellent 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat connec-










Lot 441 Sunset Drive, Cam-
bridge Shores. overlooks Ken-
tucky lake. ideal trailer spot
753-8088 or 1-443-1565 
45. Farms For Sale
For sale by owner 96 acre
farm, brick house, three tobac-
co barns, stock barn, tobacco
base and poundage. Call 492-
8286.
46. Homes For Sale
For sale by owner. Convenient 4
bedroom home, gas heat,
screened-in porch, vinyl siding,
garage. Upper $30's. Must see
to appreciate, 1306 Poplar. ap-
pointment only. 753-9571.
New brick duplex, one block
from University, each side 2
bedrooms, heat pump, clothes
washer. dryer. stove,
refrigerator, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, lots of storage in
kitchen Appraised at $80,000.
For appointments call 753-
5791 or 753-2649.
Three bedroom brick, one block
from University. large paneled
kitchen-dining area, 14 ft base
cabinets, newly decorated in-
side and out 753-5791 or 753-
2649
Three bedroom brick veneer
with living room, family room.
kitchen combination. 2 bath
home located in wooded area
near Murray High. Call 753-
7907 after 5 pm
Three new 4 bedroom homes
by builder in Canterbury
Estates. Will consider a trade.
753-3672.
Three bedroom brick, newly
carpeted, bath and a half, kit-
chen, living room, dining room.
large patio on large lot, large
utility room. 3 miles from Mur-
ray. Call 753-8667 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom frame house, very
nice, immediate possession




'So far they're only
know-how to figure o
46. Homes For Sale
53. Services Offered
Can't get those small lobs
around the house or mobile
home done7 Carpentry, pain-
ting plumbing aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
jobs Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet and vinyl installed free
estamates, 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
492-8436
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Do You need. stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
c.ce of stumps? We can remove
,,,C/"Zstumps up to '24' below the
 ground, leaving Only sawdust
Using their Americanand chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-ut a way to pay for it.". 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
By builder. two new 4 bedroom
houses in Canterbury. Call 753-
3903 for further information.
47. Motorcycles 
1967 Dodge pickup. 1971 750
Honda, good condition. 153-
4984.
1972 Model 500 Kawaski,
3000 actual miles, $1000. Call
753-5463 or 753-0144.
1978 Yamaha IT-175 with
boots, good condition. Call
753-7228.
1979 Yamaha 400 XS, less
than 1,000 miles perfect con-
dition Call after 5 pm, 759-
1883
1978 Yamaha YZ 80, Honda
MR 50 Also a gentle mare
Phone 437-4703 
49. Used Cars
1974 Cougar XR7, AM-FM tape
spoke wheels, air, sharp,
$1800. Can be seen N 641
Almo Heights. Call 753-1934 or
after 7 pm 753-1861.
FOR
SOLE
1979 Mazda RX 7. 48(e) Mies.
5 speed, silver with black in-
terior $7575 GU 753-1613
af ter 6 p.m.
1971 Caprice Classic, 4-door,
power brakes, steering, air,
automatic, AM-FM with tape,
excellent condition. Call 153-
4575.
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
Good running car, good condi-







w.w. red with white
vinyl. 9,700 miles.
Call Pete Panzera
after 2:00 p.m. 753-
2772.
For sale 1978 Datsun 821..
AM-FM radio, air conditioned
Call 753-8668
1972 Gran Torino, 2-door, new




with white interior, $450. Call
753-8124
1975 Oldsmobile Regan 88. 4-
door. Asking $1475. Call 436-
2658.
1976 VW Rabbit, AM-F1 tape,
sun roof. Call 759-4889 
50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevrolet pickup, good
condition. $1450 492-8205
after 5 pm. 
1961 Chevrolet pickup, step-
side bed, 6 cylinder straight
shift, $275. 753-8124.
1974 Dodge truck, in good con-
dition Call 492-8325 after 5
Pm
1969 Dodge grain truck, 2 ton
flatbed dump Call after 5 pm
492-8832
1968 Ford pickup with utility
bed Call 753-4684
1974 Jeep Cherokee S. sharp!
753-1463 after 7 pm . 
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Wiley, Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
onda y-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT 51.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
Itf "0 ell Iwo* rah .61.e. col 771 MIS ••• dor, • 0114moc• Meter, P. Stocrict
WALLIS DRUG
• PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAl SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
50. Used Trucks
1979 Ford Ranger 100 Lariat,
CB radio, stereo, cruise control,
tilt steering wheel, power. Can
be seen by calling 753-3934
from 7:30-5:30, Brooks Bus




ing, roll-up t.v. antenna, other
camping necesseties included.
Like new. only $4000. Call 753-
7839 after 4 pm.




20 Foot self-contained Giles
Camper, like new, $2500. Can







$4200 and up See us for
parts, accessories, and hitch
installations. White's Camper
Sales, Highway 94 E. 753-
0605.
Ventura camper 1060. sleeps
five. Can be seen at 243 Riveria
Court, Murray.
52. Boats and Motors
1977 Arrowglass bss boat. 85
hp Evinrude. power trim, Hawg
trolling motor. depthfinder and
more. Call 753-0188 after 5
pm.
Boat, motor and trailer. 474-
2789
1976 Bomber bass boat, 15 ft.
with 1972 65 hp Mercury.
Lowrance depth finder and
motor guide trolling motor: Ex-
cellent condition, $3200. 753-
1794 after 5 pm
1959 Chriscraft Cavalier 18' in-
board with trailer. 283 engine.




1978 note Bole, 28 foot, used
only I hours Still in warranty.
Can be seen at Kenlake Marina,
Dockage fees paid until May 1,
1980 III health reason for sell-
ing. Ronald Vi Churchill, 753-
2736.
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
fishing boat with 25 hp
Johnson. For details call 753-
2316.
36 Foot Drifter steel hull
houseboat, 100 hp Evinrude.
Fully equipped. Sleeps 6.
$8500. 762-4327 or 753-9537.
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
equipped 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor. 436-2361
after 6 pm
Silverline 16 foot tri-hull, 75
hp Johnson Stinger motor plus
trailer. all 76 model. Call 489-
2248 after 5 pm 
53. Services Offered
Alcoa Aluminum ?ding and
trim. Call after 6 pm, 753-
1873. Jack Glover
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, roofing, in-
surance work Call Murray
Remodeling. 153-5167,
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding gutters, and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816
Compare and save on chain
link fencing Circle A Fencing
753-8407
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, 753-
2310 for free estimates
Dozing. ask our price. Phone
522-8418, Minimum 24 hours.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears




and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings. open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
For those jobs you








Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026
53.  Services Offered
Professional painting, exterior,
interior Phone 437-4534
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718
South 4th Fast service 753
7400
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation will do plumbing
heating and air conditioning
Call 753-7203
Licensed electrician. Service
calls our speciality. Call
Earnest White, 753-0605.
Painting done to your satisfac-
tion, interior or exterior
Reasonable and experienced
Call anytime 753-8442
Roofing, flat or shingles, water
proofing and mobile homes. 15
years experience. Call 435-
4173.
Roofing, patchwork all kinds
shingles all kinds, hot work
Call 753-0147
Small Engine repair, efficient
mechanic on duty at all times
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store, 753-1966.
Siding, aluminum, vinyl, steel
Free estimates Call 1-247
7201 day or night
Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home,
such as; painting, carpentry.









Will haul anything at low cost
price Also garage and base-






Your trees could be silently suf-
fering from insect attack and
Or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly Scientific and effec-
tive Call today, EPA certified
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol, Inc.. 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3914 33 years of
experience in pest control
53. Services Offered
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel,










Free to right person fine cats,
good mousers, cheaper than
rodents 753-8088
Free' 2 puppies, part Irish Set-
ter Please give these pups a
home Call 753-6497
Free kittens Call 436-5502
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced., Call 759-1176 day or night.
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
In Meadow Green Acres, just 1% miles south of
Murray. lovely 3 bedroom, 1% bath, brick home
on 1',2 lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
in dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and closet
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
water but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square





Is your familiarity with proper application techniques, prototype designs and
new systems development strong enough to help advise Architects and
Designers? The Benton, Kentucky plant of Consolidated Aluminum, a Fortune
5049 corporation, is seeking a talented, experienced and imaginative individual
to do just that!
Ideal candidates will have a B.S. Degree in Mechanical, Civil, or Architectural
Engineering plus a minimum of 4 years experience in architectural, or con-
struction design. Drafting proficiency, blueprint reading, a good customer
relations capability and the ability to grasp unconventional methods &
materials are essential.
Explore this unique opportunity and learn about the fine salary & benefits we
offer by sending your resume with salary history, in confidence, too:
Personnel Department
Consolidated Aluminum Corporation
P. 0. Box 14448
St. Louis, Mo.63178
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
2 Farms 1393 Acres
Farm Machinery - SO Head Cattle - 300 Rolls Hay
2 Sales
Thursday, September 20, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
On Two Promises
Selling To Tho Highost & Bost Biddies
Located Botwoon Murray, Kentucky and Paris, Tonnossoo
First Solo-10 A.M. - 718 Acres In Calloway Co., Ky.
Located 7 miles Southeast of Murray on George Shoemaker Rood. property known as the Old Miller 8. Winchester Farms owned by Caldwell
Livestock and A.W Simmons. The form is opprox 4' miles Northeast of Hazel, Ky.-Tn. Follow Hwy 893 to George Shoemaker Rood, 1 Mile to
form
3 Bedroom Home 3 Barns . 3 Tobacco Boras
Tobacco Allotment - 41/2 acres, dark fired, 1916 Pounds Burley, .26 Acre of Air Dryed
Concrete Sile & Treeghs & Pend
Year Round Springs And Running Creek For Ample Water
Fenced And Cress-Fesced, 4 & 5 Strand Wire
Gentle Rollie% Land
375 Acres Open
Timber Estimated Apprez. $100,000-P1.e & Hardwood
Pastures of Clover, Lespedesia, Jar). Seresa, Orchard Grass and Fesque
Farm Ti Bo Offorod In 3 Tracts And As A Whole
Cattle & Nay To Soil On This Farm
26 Head Of Herefords & Angus-1 Bull-23 Head Yearlings, Mixed Heifers And Steers
Selling To Highest And Best Shifters
Sento Financing For Assomption At Low Interest Rates
This Farm Is A Cattleman's Dream
Second Sale-2 P.M. - 675 Acres Row Crop And Cattle
Farm In Henry County, Tennessee
11 Miles North Of Paris, Tenn.
Located 1 mile North of Puryear on Old Murray & Puryear Road (Cross Over Rd.
To Be Offered In 4 Tracts & As A Whole
Approx. 375 Acres Can Be Row Cropped - Approx. 200 Acres Now In Row Crop - 450 Acres In Pasture - 5.92
Tobacco Allotment - Fenced And Cross-Fenced - Gentle Rolling Land. Year Round Creek Running Through
The Property -Good Farmhouse -5 Barns - Shed - Concrete Silo -Good Road Frontage on Good Blacktop Road
To Be Offered In Parcels And As A Whole
1.44 Acres to sell separately on the East Side of the Road with Barns and Sheds.
2. House, Barns & Sheds and 140 Acres in Rowcrop on the West side to sell separately.
3. Road Frontage and Good Farmland 188 Acres on South West Corner
4. Good Lush Green Pastures 300 Acres with fenced Cross-fenced and a creek to be separate as one tract.
Farm Equipment To Be Sold At This location
2010 John Deere Tractor, 2 Bush Hogs, Several Feeders, Drill, 247 Massey Ferguson Tractor, 2 Lifts for Mov-
ing Hay, Hay Racks
Everything Selling To The "ighest t Best Bidders
Raymond Taggart, Kentucky Auctioneers license No. 5471
Registered Trade Mark ;Olt
DELTA
AeCTION & REAL ESTATE CO., HIC.
Executive Offices:
4990 Poplar At Mendenhall•First Tennessee Bank Building•Suite 301







WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO C DAIRY PRODUCTS
IGA CHARCOAL
BRIQUETTS




PRICES GOOD AUG. 28 THROUGH SEPT. 4
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
  10 LB 99c
6 2 OZ 69c





CORN MEAL 5 LB 79c
IGA SODA IGA POTATO TRIPLE PK. 79c









ALL GRINDS - 1 LB.
LIPTON FAN. SIZE
TEA BAGS

















8 PK. 16 OZ.
KRAFT AMER. CHEESE
12 oz $119
c GOLDEN FLAKE POTATO WATERMELON .320i. 69 CHIPS TWIN PE. 69c
NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.








HOT !!Fr DOGS PKG 69'
FRYER HALVESEFAMILY PACK 
STEAKS











WIENERS 12 OZ. PKG.
BRYAN'S 3 LB. CANNED BRYANS BEEFY JUMBO
HAMS U. $589 FRANKS 







si 39 ROLL RAG
LB. 
BOLOGNA LB 99c






















RED GRAPES LB. 69c
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